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Embedded in everyday practices, food can be a rich resource for interaction design. This paper focuses on eating
experiences to uncover how bodily, sensory and socio-cultural aspects of eating can be better leveraged for the
design of user experience. We report a systematic literature review of 109 papers, and interviews with 18
professional chefs, providing new understandings of prior HFI research, as well as how professional chefs creatively
design eating experiences. The findings inform a conceptual framework of designing for user experience leveraging
eating experiences. These findings also inform implications for HFI design suggesting the value of multisensory
flavor experiences, external and internal sensory stimulation and deprivation, aspects of eating for communicating
meaning, and designing with contrasting pleasurable and uncomfortable experiences. The paper concludes with six
charts as novel generative design tools for HFI experiences focused on sensory, emotional, communicative,
performative and temporal experiences.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Food is a ubiquitous material in everyday lives, key for how human bodies sustain themselves and experience
pleasure, and deeply entwined with social and cultural practices. The growing interest in Human-Food-Interaction
(HFI) in HCI has been framed under two main research directions: ‘design-around-food’ and ‘design-with-food’ [57].
Work on design-around-food has explored designing for the social experiences that accompany eating food, with
less consideration of what or how food is eaten in these contexts. Within this research area, a body of work has
addressed commensality, as the social experiences of eating together, in co-located [49] or remote family settings
[197], or even collocated wider communities [64]. Additional research on design-around-food includes tracking
systems or emerging speculative design. The latter focuses on food as a provocative material that integrates

technological concerns with broader environmental, health or social concerns [39]. Tracking systems within
design-around-food research have focused on food intake and calory counting apps [138], dieting apps [66], food
provenance, food miles and carbon emission [87], or sustainability [109], as well as the tracking of food waste for
reducing it [47]. In contrast to the design-around-food, the design-with-food area has been less explored. Most work
in this space has focused on the grow, preparation or consumption of food [31]. However, the experience of eating
per sei and how it can be better designed for has been limitedly brought to the foreground in HCI research. One
reason for this may be the challenges of interacting “with food” beyond the traditional screen-based interfaces
[140], for which novel taste- or smell-based interfaces are much needed. Moreover, even in the context of eating or
dining, much of previous work on design-with-food has prioritized the socio-cultural aspects [63,79], but less so
the eating experiences and their bodily aspects [6]. In addition, while the sensory aspects of eating have been the
focus of interdisciplinary research beyond HCI such as in food sciences [10,173] or arts [34,102,116], their HCI
exploration has been limited [173]. This is surprising given the growing HCI interest in the human body and its role
in interaction design [4].
This paper aims to address this gap, by focusing foremost on the less explored eating experiences. Our working
definition of eating experiences is that they represent subjective phenomena integrating sensory, aesthetic,
emotional and experiential aspects [75]. Such aspects are also key for characterizing user experience of interacting
with technology [73]. The somatic turn in HCI, building on phenomenology and post-Cartesian philosophy [118]
has brought forward the body, its sensory experiences, and how they can be leveraged not only for pleasure and
engagement but also for reflection and making sense of the world [4,80,81]. We argue that food can be a particularly
valuable resource for design [198], given its unique relationship to the body [123], being experienced both from
outside the body (smell, sound, vision and touch), in the mouth (taste, smell, texture and temperature), and inside
the body (digestion and metabolization). As work on food waste practices revealed, as bio-material, food presents
additional interesting design affordances of being both edible and degradable, thus, arguably more sustainable than
traditional design materials [56].
By focusing on eating experiences we wish to uncover more on the role of the body, and how it can be better
leveraged within the design process. Food of course is also essential in the broader context, since eating experiences
are often part of rich social and cultural practices, both mundane and celebratory [5]. Thus, our work also considers
such socio-cultural aspects, albeit not by themselves, but insofar as they support the eating experiences per sei. We
report on a systematic review of 109 papers focused on eating experiences, and an interview study with 18 chefs
exploring their creative design for eating experiences. Such triangulation allowed us to both take stock of the HFI
research that has prioritized eating experiences, and to unpack chefs’ creative design with food to support, arguably,
aesthetically rich eating experiences. We aim to integrate understandings from these two studies to frame and
better support the design space for user experience in HFI, by addressing the following research questions:
•
How have eating experiences been leveraged and designed for in previous HFI research?
•
•

How do professional chefs to design for eating experiences and their aesthetics?
What is the space of designing for user experience in HFI involving eating experiences?

•
How can we better support the understanding and exploration of this design space?
Our work makes three main contributions. First, we uncovered fresh understandings regarding HFI based
systems as supporting mostly the sensory and emotional aspects of eating experiences, with less focus on cognitive
or social ones, and that common technologies addressed both external and internal senses usually for healthy
eating. The interview study highlighted the value of flavor-emotion mapping, as well as innovative uses of taste,
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smell and visual stimuli for both pleasurable and uncomfortable experiences. These findings informed a conceptual
framework of designing for user experience, leveraging eating experiences, and positioning the mouth and the gut
as new sites for HFI. Second, we articulated novel implications for HFI design research, leveraging sensory and
emotional aspects of eating experiences, as well as cultural and performative ones. In particular, we suggest the
value of focusing on multisensory flavor experiences, external and internal sensory stimulation and deprivation,
flavor-emotion and flavor-emotional memory mapping, leveraging social and cultural aspects of eating to
communicate meaning, and designing for dramaturgical climax by contrasting and balancing pleasurable and
uncomfortable experiences. Third, we developed six charts as novel HFI inspirational and generative design tools
focusing on sensory, emotional, performative, communicative, and temporal aspects of eating experiences.
2 STUDY 1: SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW
The aim of the systemic literature review was to explore how eating experiences have been leveraged and
designed for in previous HFI research with a specific focus on bodily experiences, the purposes they were designed
for, and the different technologies supporting such experiences. This study focuses on the first Research Question
of how eating experiences have been leveraged, and designed for in previous HFI research.
Method
While previous Human-Food Interaction (HFI) research [13,25] has used categories related to the interaction
with food from sourcing and preparing, to waste disposal, our review focuses on papers that mention interactions
involving eating experiences per sei [4]. We searched the ACM Digital Library for papers published between January
2007 and September 2019. For full text search we used the roots of three main words relevant to eating
experiences: “food”, “interact*” and “design” to ensure sufficient breadth of papers, subsequently narrowed down
through the following roots of words used for searching the papers’ keywords and abstracts: “food*”, “eat*”, “tast*”,
“flavo*”, “din*”, “edibil*” or “tableware”.
As illustrated in PRISMA diagram (Fig. 1), this search returned 912 papers including 2 duplicates. At the
screening stage, 23 papers we removed since they did not report on new studies, consisting instead of workshop
proposals, SIGs or panels. From the remaining 887 papers, after reading their titles and abstracts, we excluded 755
papers mentioning experiences about food albeit without any direct consumption such as grocery shopping
applications or diet tracking apps, food journaling or eating disorders where the experiences of the eating food have
not been considered. This led to 132 papers that mentioned the experience of eating food or food-like stimuli. The
eligibility of these papers was assesses based on their full text, with further 23 paper being excluded: 8 of these
papers did not involve eating experiences, and 15 papers were agenda setting without presenting new research
such as user studies or system design. This left 109 papers that were included in the analysis, which are preceded
by an asterisk in the reference list. The outcomes of each of these steps were carefully discussed by the first and
second author to ensure consistent use of the criteria.
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Figure 1 PRISMA flow diagram showing the number of papers at each stage of the systematic review
The coding scheme was iteratively developed through extensive conversations, including three main families of
codes that capture the relationship between food and human body (“Body codes”), the purpose of the system or
type of eating experience being designed for (“Purpose codes”), and the type of technology supporting these eating
experience (“Technology codes”). The rationale for these three main groups of codes relates to the aim of the HFI
systematic review, namely, to uncover design knowledge around how the body and technology could be brought
together through the experience of eating food. In particular, these three families of codes represent key elements
of human-food-interaction, thus the focus on bodily aspects of human users, eating experience of food and its
aspects, and on technology mediating the interaction between users and food. The specific codes under each family
were identified and iteratively revised especially through independent coding of 10 papers by the first two authors,
which led to increased clarity in the definition of a small subset of codes pertaining to the touch and flavor
experience, dining systems and technology for moving food and automated dispensing. The final set of codes for
each of the three families is shown in Tables 1-3. For the Body codes, we identified two main groups of codes: a
larger one reflecting food-based stimulation of external senses, traditionally used in HCI, alongside a smaller group
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indicating food-based stimulation of internal senses reflecting promising novel research directions. The Purpose
codes contain four groups describing aspects of experience as well as three application domains. The Technology
codes include two broader groups, those related to sensory augmentation, and for each of the application domains.
As we focused on eating experiences it is useful to define two terms that have related but distinct meanings:
taste and flavor. Taste is the sensation generated by substances’ chemical stimulation of the mouth’s taste receptors,
with the five basic tastes being bitter, sweet, salty, sour and umami, although other potential tastes have been
suggested such as fat [32]. Flavor is a complex multisensory experience of eating food that combines taste alongside
smell, texture and other sensory inputs into a singular experience (such as ‘chocolatey’ or ‘burnt’) [10].
Systematic Review Findings
In this section we describe the relationship between the body and food and in particular the sensory experiences
related to eating, continue with the purposes of interacting with food in HFI, and conclude with the role of
technology in leveraging bodily-based eating experiences for each of these purposes. The numbers of papers within
specific codes or subgroups are mentioned in brackets. The systematic review outcomes highlight that experiences
in human-food interaction are sensory rich (Table 1). However, their focus is not only on external senses of taste,
smell, touch, sight and hearing, the first two being less explored in interaction design compared to the latter three,
but more importantly, also on internal senses related to digestion and metabolization which have been less
explored in HCI. Findings also indicate that human-food interactions support both unimodal and multisensory
flavor experiences. Unimodal experiences include those where stimuli trigger single sensory pathways, i.e., taste
stimulation through electric current applied to tongue [74] which in turn can be further used to impact other
aspects of eating experience, i.e., manipulation of visual qualities of a cookie to increase satiety [131].
Bodily Experiences of Eating
Categories

Description

Codes (number of papers)
Taste (26)
Smell (3)

External unimodal senses
from eating experience

What unimodal external senses were

Touch - mouth (8)

stimulated?

Visual (27)
Audio (3)
Touch - hand (4)

External
eating

multisensory
experience

(integration of senses)

What unimodal external senses were
deprived?

Deprivation (0)

Did the multisensory experiences of flavor
involve real food and drinks?

Flavor - food (13)

Did the multisensory experiences of flavor

Flavor, Multisensory

Flavor - drink (5)

involve simulated food and drinks?

interfaces (8)

Internal senses of eating

What internal senses were leveraged in

Digestion, metabolization

experiences

HFI?

(12)

Table 1 Categories and codes for bodily experience of eating
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The most common stimuli used to design for unimodal external experiences of food were visual (n = 27 papers),
and taste stimuli (n = 26). Taste sensation has been less explored in HCI, and our review findings indicate that it
has been stimulated through two distinct pathways: food or drinks (n=16), and electronic stimulation (n=10).
Interestingly, among the 5 basic tastes (bitter, salty, sour, sweet, and umami), the reviewed work has focused on
interactive systems leveraging only a few rather than each of the 5 tastes. For instance, sweet and sour were the
most common tastes, explored in 20 and 19 papers, respectively, bitter in 17, salty in 14 and umami in just 7 papers.
In contrast, only 6 papers considered experiences with all 5 tastes [55,139,148,180–182], while 4 papers included
them all except for umami [78,147,149,178]. Moreover, sweet – sour, and sweet – bitter pairings were considered
by only 4 [20,123,125,185], and 3 [24,56,118] papers, respectively, usually to support contrasting experiences. The
remaining 9 papers focusing on taste considered other combinations [121,127,141,146,183] or single tastes
[74,126,128,166].
Alongside taste, the other chemical sense is smell (n=3) which has been more commonly used alongside taste
and visual stimuli to stimulate multisensory rather than unimodal experiences, like for instance in VR systems
showing mediated visualizations of food [130,132,176].
Visual (n=26) and audio (n=3) modalities of interaction are more common in HCI. Systems employing visual
modality related to the shape of the food (n=16), or to the subtle alteration of food size or color (n=11) in order to
influence perception of satiety or flavor. Auditory systems often leveraged sound stimuli during eating, or their
manipulation in order to influence the perception of flavor [104,178,187]. Haptic stimuli related to systems
exploring haptic sensations in the mouth (n=8), and the hand (n=5). For instance, mouth based haptic experiences
related not only to the perception of textural aspects of the food [111], but also to its exploration through licking
[19], or thermal stimulation of the mouth through Peltier modules [147,148,166,174]. Hand-based food-body
experiences involved manipulating food forms [67,202], and thermal stimulation of mouth and lips [194,196,197].
In contrast to unimodal experiences, most of the papers on multisensory ones focused on flavor. Such papers
involved the simultaneous stimulation of multiple sensory pathways, more often as combined taste and visual
stimuli to create for instance lemony flavor from pure water, colored, by using LED lights of yellow color [153], or
taste and thermal stimuli to create sweet tasting flavors [166]. Indeed, taste and visual stimuli were used together
in 4 systems [150,153–155] and then with smell in a further system [156]. Moreover, 2 systems paired taste with
thermal stimuli [151,152] and only 1 integrated taste, thermal and smell stimuli together [157]. Within these
multisensory interfaces, taste, visual and thermal stimuli were predominantly digital such as electronic taste, light
for manipulating color, and Peltier modules for thermal stimulation. In contrast, smell stimuli were predominantly
chemical, i.e., sniffing volatile scents that support orthonasal olfaction which differs from retronasal olfaction
stimulated by swallowing food; it is the latter which when combined with gustatory stimuli contribute to flavor
[169]. Taste was stimulated in all 8 interactive systems [150–157], visual appearance in 5 [150,153–156], smell in
4 [151,152,156,157] and touch via thermal stimulation in 3 [151,152,157].
Both unimodal and multisensory food-based experiences were predominantly triggered through chemical
stimuli (food, n=10; drink, n=5), and to a lesser extent through a mix of chemical and electrical stimuli (n= 8). When
food itself was used as stimuli, it consisted of a wide range of solid and semi-solid foodstuffs such as chocolate
[90,111], ice-cream [188], cotton candy [67], carrots with sauce [42] alongside less used non-food materials such
as fabrics [19]. When drinks were used as stimuli, they consisted usually of concentrated sweet-flavored drinks,
such as energy drinks [69,94–96,178]. For both unimodal sensory and multisensory experiences, interactive
systems focused mostly on augmenting them by increasing the intensity of the stimuli and their perception.
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Interestingly, no papers reported sensory deprivation, despite attempts to stimulate sensory experiences in the
absence of chemical stimuli (i.e. without consuming food or drinks) like in the case of electronic taste [150–157].
Beside the predominant focus on external senses, fewer papers have explored internal ones pertaining to eating,
such as digestion and metabolization and their associated sensations arising from chewing or licking. Internal
senses have been explored by 13 papers, with 6 focusing on metabolization of food and how it is impacted by eating .
The latter explored the provision of energy drinks in response to physical activity [94–96], experimental
approaches that used bodily response to hack diets through soylent-type products [38,41] and the impact of
chocolate on cognition and mood [80]. In addition, 3 papers focused on digestion through a sensory informed
experimental approach [38,41] to food allergies [88], while the other 2 papers focused on gut as a space for gaming;
one used VR to create a visualization of digestion and how it is impacted by chewing [8], while the other used
ingestible sensors as input devices for gameplay [17]. Chewing, as a key component of digestion, was the focus of 3
papers; the previously mention VR game that prompted chewing to support digestion [8] and two further gaming
experiences, one used chewing as input [7] and one aimed at rehabilitation for those with facial injuries [191]. Not
at least, licking, as another component of digestion, was explored by 2 papers: one used the tongue provocatively
to explore non-edible environments and materials [19], while the other framed licking as playful [188].
The Purposes of Human-Food-Interactions in HCI
Findings identified 13 such purposes, including 9 related to design of eating experience, and 4 related to specific
application domains for such experiences. These 9 purposes can be broadly grouped in those focusing on sensory,
emotional, cognitive, and social aspects of eating experiences (Table 2).
Categories

Description

Codes (number of papers)

Sensory aspects of eating

How were the sensory aspects of

Taste stimulation (15)

experiences

eating leveraged in HFI?

Flavor stimulation through food, i.e., internal
flavor (19)
Flavor stimulation through food and
environmental stimuli, i.e., external flavor (9)

Emotional

How were the emotional aspects of

Playfulness (28)

eating experiences

aspects

of

eating leveraged in HFI?

Emotion—taste/flavor relationship (7)

Cognitive aspects of eating

How were the cognitive aspects of

Storytelling (6)

experiences

eating leveraged in HFI?

Data edibilization (12)

Social aspects of eating
experiences

How were the social aspects of eating
leveraged in HFI?

Commensal
(7),
Communicative (3)

Application domains for
eating experiences

What were the application domains
for
leveraging
the
sensory,

Healthy
eating:
regulation (29)

emotional, cognitive, or
aspects of eating in HFI?

Assistive dining (4)

social

Dining (14)

Table 2 Categories and codes for purposes of HFI
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Cooperative
persuasive,

(4),

tracking,

2.2.2.1 Sensory aspects of eating – New taste stimulation
An important outcome is that many interactive systems have been designed with the explicit purpose of
supporting novel taste stimulation, as shown in 15 papers [74,78,118,126,128,135,139,141,146–149,166,178,185].
These systems aim to create or augment such novel taste experiences, to increase pleasure through novel taste or
novel food forms and their texture. A large body of work in this space is on electronic taste devices which stimulate
taste sensation in the absence of chemical stimuli. Such electronic taste devices could significantly extend the reach
of taste-based interactions, beyond the consumption of food per sei. Two thirds of these papers (10/15) use electric
taste stimulation which can be broadly grouped in 3 types of devices which all work by using the flow of electric
current to stimulate the taste sensation. The first and most common type uses a bespoke tongue probe to apply
electric current to the tongue [141,146–149,166]. The second type uses a single pole apparatus, such as a fork or
chopstick in which electric current passes through the mouth and body via a second contact point of the hand
holding it [74,126,128]. The third type uses a device with two opposite polarity probes, for instance a straw, with
the tongue used to connect the circuit [74,128].
The systems that use chemical stimuli for taste experience rely on manipulating taste experience of a base food
or drink through changing its color through lighting [78,135], or by listening to specific music during eating
[118,178,185]. Whilst eating experiences are sites for social interaction (see Dining 2.2.3.2) this approach uses the
eating itself to support social communication in a new sensory way. The next two sections look at the integrated
multisensory experience of flavor, extending the findings on new taste stimulation.

2.2.2.2 Sensory aspects of eating – Food aspects impacting on flavor
This theme relates to the flavor experience of food. Flavors were described by words like ‘chocolatey’, coffee or
meaty and consist of the integration of different sensory inputs (taste, smell, sight, hearing, touch, digestion,
metabolization). By augmenting one or more of the external sensory pathways when eating food, the flavor can be
changed. Findings show that 20 papers support this aim [20,24,104,111,130,132,135,148,150–157,180,187,197,203],
16 of which aimed solely at producing flavor experiences, while the other 4 created flavor in support of a specific
application such as persuasive tech for healthy eating [130]. 9 of these 16 papers described systems using electric
taste integrated with other senses, such as sight to manipulate the appearance of drinks’ color through LED lights
(e.g. [153]), smell through added scents, (e.g. [156]), or sound by manipulating the sound of eating [24,104,187] in
order to influence the perception of flavor. For example, the feeling of food ‘crunchiness’ was augmented by
amplifying the sound of chewing [104], or the appearance of food, and thus the flavor and resulting satiety was
augmented through VR [130,132], the flavor of food through lighting [20,135], or the texture of food through food
printing [197]. Indeed, other approaches to designing flavor experiences came from 3D food printing: novel textures
impacting on flavor [111], or digitally designed molds for personalized flavor experiences [203].

2.2.2.3 Sensory aspects of eating – Environmental aspects impacting on flavor
Whilst the previous section looked at flavor experiences informed solely by foodstuff itself, the papers in this
section examined how flavor experiences were informed not only by foodstuff, but also by additional external
stimuli within the environment in which the food was eaten. Findings indicate 9 papers
[24,118,121,127,137,174,178,194,196] exploring how environmental stimuli impact flavor experiences, making
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them more enjoyable, usually in dining contexts. Most of these papers explored sound stimuli to enhance the
experience of flavor, through traditional ambient audio or music [24,118,121,178]. They explored for example the
impact of different music tracks varying in pitch and volume on the perception of chocolate flavor and texture [24].
Two papers reported on predefined audio stimuli created to support the appreciation of flavor qualities of the food
[24,178]. For example, a Brazilian cocoa praline eaten to the music of a Brazilian composer, or a field recording of
the kitchen in which the chocolate was made [24]. Such applications rely on users’ exposure to ambient sound
whilst eating. There are 2 papers however that grant greater agency to the users as they are able to generate and
modulate sounds themselves through the act of drinking [118,121]. Visual stimuli were also used in this context,
for instance to change the visual appearance of the food itself through 3D food printing alongside thermal-haptic
experiences as part of multisensory interactions for remote connection [194,196]. Here, we have also seen color
washes projected on top of 3D printed food to influence the perception of flavor by augmenting the appearance of
food’s color [137].

2.2.2.4 Emotional aspects of eating – Playfulness
This group consists of 28 papers [7,8,17,19,20,27–29,44,53,67,81,83–85,94–96,114,121,123,125,159,181–
183,188,196] that focused on the use of food as part of playful eating experiences from structured game-play to
more open ended ones. Interestingly, many of them 12/28 took place in dining contexts where the meal rituals
traditionally emphasize the civility [46] and aesthetics of eating, rather than its playfulness or sensory aspects [117].
The others 16/28 focused on play while snacking in home or work contexts. These papers provide an interesting
lens into how HFI contributes to more informal dining practices. Almost half of the papers focusing on playfulness
(12/28) explored interactive systems for dining, particularly to persuade healthy eating (9/12), both through
game-based and open-ended play for example to encourage children to eat all their food [53].
Almost half of papers (12) reported on structured, rules-based gaming applications [7,8,17,81,83–
85,114,123,125,159,181,182] using for instance the eating of healthy food to progress in a mobile game [7,84], or
playing a video in which sweet or bitter tasting liquids were provided as outputs from the gameplay [123,125]. In
contrast, the open-ended games supported more exploratory approaches where users had increased agency, for
example to create music while interacting with the foodstuff or drinking device [121,188]. One approach that
diverged from this, required users to construct their own, rule-based games from food [81].
Playfulness systems usually draw on taste, as shown in 7 papers [20,121,123,125,181–183] where feedback
was delivered both through the presence and absence of stimuli [125], as well as the taste of the stimuli
[123,125,182]. This particularly draws on the relationship between emotions and tastes explored in the following
section. Food itself has been also used both as input and output in playful experiences. Food was used as input in a
variety of ways; through lollipop as joystick (where physical movement was captured) [123,125], as a capacitive
material that becomes interactive when touched or licked [187,188], and as a material to be chewed, the chewing
action being captured as input control for the game [7].
Audio-visual stimuli often as video games were used to explore the role of food in game-based playful
experiences, both as input and output [7,30,81,123,125,182], ranging from Minesweeper system using a mouthpiece
for delivering tastes as feedback in play [182], to bespoke VR/AR [7,8] game environments. Food has been also used
in both physical and mixed reality gaming contexts [81]. A key technology for supporting the use of food as output
in video games was the delivery of the stimuli, mostly in the form of pumped liquids into a mouthpiece
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[123,125,182]. Capacitive sensing and sounds output underpinned three open-ended playful experiences
[43,121,188]. Another sensory modality emphasized within playfulness systems was audio. Here, 3 papers
[44,121,188] used audio outputs from eating experiences, i.e., crunching, not for the purpose of supporting the
flavor experience but as a distinct aspect of playful experience. Such audio outputs rely on electrical conductance
to cue the interactive experience, and while 2 papers [44,188] used conductance through food material such as
jelly [44] and ice-cream [188], the other used conductance via the mouthpiece of a drinking device [121] allowing
users to ‘play’ music while interacting with it.
Another interesting finding is that over a third of the papers (8/28) leveraging gamification principles focused
on internal senses of digestion and metabolization. These includes for instance VR-based games aimed to visualize,
and increase awareness of slow chewing and digestion through competitive gameplay against another diner [7,8],
or ingestible sensors which scored points in gameplay based on gut temperature [17]. Digestion also involved the
act of licking, whose ludic aspect has been explored particularly with foodstuff such as ice cream [188] [19]. With
regard to metabolization of food, 3 papers focused on the relation between food as fuel, and exercising, as reflected
in playful edibilizations of tracked fitness data through an elaborate fountain that mixes sports drinks in response
to heartrate [94–96], also used for collaborative play [96].

2.2.2.5 Emotional aspects of eating – Emotion – taste relationship
Emotions and eating experiences are strongly connected and 7 papers explored this relationship
[55,56,80,123,125,139,182]. Most of these (6/7) reported on the emotional valence and specific taste, particularly
the association of bitter taste with negative emotions and their value in interaction design [55,56,123,125,139,182].
The other paper focused on the emotional experiences associated with flavor, such as those triggered by comfort
foods and their positive impact on mood [80]. In addition, the potential of food for regulating emotions has been
explored both at individual [80] and dyadic level, i.e., co-regulation of emotions [56].
From the 7 papers focusing on the relationship between taste and emotional valence, 2 papers considered how
taste might be better leveraged by designers of interactive systems [55,139]. Furthermore, 2 papers built on this
relationship in interactive systems such as those for communication of affective content to users [56], or for
supporting mood boosting through food [80]. The other 3 papers explored it within gaming contexts, using for
instance tastes such as sweet or bitter to provide positive or negative feedback, respectively, during gameplay
[123,125,182]. All gameplay devices that we reviewed relied on pumped liquid stimuli, with liquid stimuli used in
[139], solid food in [80], and 3D printed stimuli in [56]. For instance, pumped liquids were used in LOLLio system
[125] where a lollipop-type device is both input and output device: as a joystick in the mouth and, and as a delivery
tool for pumping liquid taste stimuli. While liquid stimuli have been commonly used for taste-based interactions,
given their limited texture and therefore increased control over the flavor experiences, 3D printed food have also
emerged as an alternative to solid form taste stimuli [56], allowing the exploration of other aspects of flavor besides
taste, namely texture or appearance.

2.2.2.6 Cognitive aspects of eating – Storytelling
An interesting finding is the specific focus on storytelling through eating experiences reflected in 6 papers
[3,20,42,61,69,180]. Most of these papers explored how foodstuff can be used to capture [61], communicate
[20,69,180], or capture and communicate [42] both personal [42,61] and collective stories [20,69,180]. For example,
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StreetSauce is an interactive system that supports users to create recipes based on ingredients as autobiographical
foodstuff matching their personal narratives of homelessness [42]. Other systems emphasized the performative
aspect of eating-based storytelling inspired by multi-sensorial theatre combining audio, visual, and edible stimuli
[20], multi-sensory film [180] or VR experiences [69]. Half of these papers described users as storytellers, with food
allowing a person to narrate a personal story, either to oneself [61] or to another [3,42]. For instance, a remote
food printing system supported remote grandparents telling culturally significant stories through food to their
grandchildren [3]. In contrast, the remaining 3 papers have taken the approach where the audience [20,69,180]
engaged in eating experiences during storytelling. Storytelling could also elicit emotions since “narrative emotions”
have been suggested to indicate how meaning and affect become linguistically interlinked [104]. But rather than
being triggered merely through sensory stimulation like in the taste/emotion mapping in the section above, they
are triggered by the story’s content that becomes personally significant to the subject.

2.2.2.7 Cognitive aspects of eating – Data edibilization
An interesting set of 12 papers focused on data edibilization or data communication through food [73,92,94–
96,98,99,124,142,143,164,192] where food that is eaten is used to explicitly visualize and communicate data. Often
such data is tracked data on bodily practice such as users’ physical activities, taking the form of messages printed
out on edible materials such as chocolate [92]. Data can also be printed in edible inks onto food [164], or laser cut
onto the surface of food [73]. The aim of data edibilization is usually to support deeper user engagement, and
reflection on the meaning of the data communicated through the eaten food. An illustrative example is Edipulse
[92,98,99] producing chocolate to communicate data about user’s completed physical activity, rewarding them as
the same time, which in turn indicates the potential for multiple layers of meaning within data edibilization.
Several such systems [85,87–91,113] focused on tracked calory data on physical energy expenditure during
exercise, which can become abstracted into digital format, reproduced in a physical, edible format, and then
consumed by the originator of the data. The act of eating adds a multisensorial aspect, creating a richer, more
embodied experience of data that contrasts with its traditional, limited physical form. This creates an interesting
loop, particularly in the case of physical activity [92,94] where foodstuff or drinks such as isotonic sports beverages
were used both as reward for the completed running session and as fuel for the next one [94–96]. Beside tracked
fitness data, the communicated information also included food-centric data such as nutritional information [73], or
food unrelated data such as CV information [142,143] or data on gender inequality in tech [164].
The form of food is the most important quality that is manipulated in this group of papers. Foodstuff that can be
easily shaped such as chocolate [92,98,99] or doughs [142,143] are prioritized, with melting points that are not
much above room temperature or with material characteristics allowing them to flow under small amounts of
pressure. As mentioned above, the foodstuff itself is selected for a particular meaning, such as chocolate as reward
[92,98,99,124]or isotonic drinks to refuel [94–96]. However, more often, the specific type of foodstuff is not
deliberately considered [142,143] apart from being sugary: much preferred foods such as chocolate [92,98,99],
fried sweet doughs [142,143], or sweet pies [164] are likely to boost engagement rather than to support specific
flavor experience [92,94–96,98,99,124,142,143]. Also related to form is the focus of 11 papers on the precise
delivery of food’s amount, either though pumped liquids [94–96] or food printing, both 2D
[92,98,99,124,142,143,164] and 3D [192]. Also in the context of form, beside whole foodstuff being used to
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communicate data, 11 papers explored food surfaces as spaces for communication [73]. This approach maintains
the foodstuff’s form but uses laser cutting to inscribe visual information onto the food itself.

2.2.2.8 Social aspects of eating: Commensal, cooperative and communicative
The
final
set
of
14
papers
covers
the
social
aspects
of
eating
experiences
[8,20,93,106,119,122,126,136,147,166,194–197]. These papers covered three main social aspects, which we
identified as commensal, cooperative, and communicative. Papers with commensal social aspects
[20,93,106,136,194,196,197] shared similarities with pre-exiting HCI work on technologies for commensality
[32,49], but they particularly used technology to leverage the eating experiences for social bonding, instead of
merely supporting the social contexts of eating. Here we have for instance companion robots for dining with [93],
VR systems for eating together with remote strangers as dining elderly partners [106], or video conference-based
interactive system supporting time-shifting co-dining so that people can remotely share dinner with their loved
ones, whose dining experiences have been previously recorded at an earlier time zone [136]. Papers supporting cooperative eating [8,119,122,136] involved at least two co-diners who have to collaborate so that each one can enjoy
a technologically mediated eating experience. Examples include robotic arms for feeding each other [119], VR
games controlled by chewing [8], or interactive table which influenced the eating speeds of two diners by tilting, to
guide them towards similar speed when the table becomes balanced [122]. Finally, papers supporting
communicative social aspects also focused on remotely eating together by supporting co-diners to communicate
via messages on 3D printed food or video links [194,196,197]. These papers also supported social communication
during eating experiences outside the dining context, for instance through messages in workplace in the form of
cookies as 3D printed food [195], whilst other systems explored the link between emotions and taste in order to
support more emotional communication during eating experiences [126,147,166].
Applications Domains
Apart from the sensorial, emotional, cognitive and social aspects highlighted above, the papers also reflect three
applications domains cutting across these aspects such as healthy eating, dining and assisting dining.

2.2.3.1 Application Domains – healthy eating: persuasive, tracking and regulation
When considering desirable ‘norms’ around food experience, healthier choices represent a growing concern for
food experiences in HCI. The 29 papers in this domain focused on shaping experiences that prioritize eating less,
usually of the ‘wrong’ things [8,20,75,100,101,130,131,165,175,176] through both persuasive technologies as well
as those for self-tracking and regulation [17,19,25,41,44,84,86], eating more of the ‘right’ things [53,68,83–85,158],
or eating in the ‘right’ way [27,28,52,86,114] with the latter two groups including mostly persuasive technologies
for children. Indeed, almost half of the papers in this domain (12/28) focused on younger children, with 6 providing
encouragement to eat more healthy food such as vegetables [53,68,83–85,158], and 6 supporting children’s
attention and good manners during mealtimes [27,28,52,86,114]. A key factor for supporting behavior change is
gamification embedded in 5 [8,83–85,114] of the 21 papers on persuasive technologies for healthy eating.
The first group of papers which prioritized eating less food were more broadly aimed at adults and relied on
different techniques to persuade users towards desired behavior. Many of these papers described interactive dining
tools to persuade behavior change, however they were not game-based but instead attempted to influence
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perception, usually by tricking users into believing that they have eaten more in order to augment satiety and
reduce food intake. This is achieved through adaptively weighted cutlery as heavier [75], adaptively sized plates as
smaller [165], and ‘illusion cups’ which augment the apparent volume of liquid in the cup as larger [175]. This
perceptual trickery is perhaps most advanced in systems using VR or AR to manipulate the visual appearance of
size (larger) or type of foodstuff, for instance by changing a small cookie into one that looks bigger or has different
flavors [130,131,176]. Interestingly, 3 papers provided direct feedback to help users self-regulate their speed or
volume of eating, for instance through the use of colorful lights, or vibration motors within cutlery in order to
prompt them towards more conscious choices [20,100,101]. Other 7 papers in this group [17,19,25,41,44,84,86]
also supported adults’ healthy eating, albeit without the use of gamification for behavior change, but through selftracking and self- regulation. These included apps for self-tracking bodily responses to eating experiences, from
gustatory [19] or digestive ones targeting allergy monitoring and management [88], to metabolic ones focused on
nutrition and food impact on wellbeing [38,41], for both individual users [19,88] and communities [38,41]. Other
paper focused on game based on ingestible sensors to support awareness and regulation of gut temperature [17],
while another paper focused on self-regulation of craving through a system that automatically dispenses a single
chocolate ball every hour allowing user to eat it or return it, thus exercising self-control [90].
The second group consists of papers encouraging eating more of the right foods, which were all aimed at children
[53,68,83–85,158], dealing particularly with food dislikes [84] or fussy eaters [53,68]. The third group of papers
focused again on persuasive systems intended to support good manners during mealtimes and particular dining
[27,28,52,86,114]. All these papers focused on social aspects of dining and children’s behavior that is corrected or
reinforced through interactive dining systems [27,28,52,86,114]. For instance, the Kicking Chair is an interactive
system dealing with restlessness while seating, as the child can bounce their legs against a rubber band on the chair
[27]. Other examples include racing game which rewards focused eating [114], or interactive game to support
children’s training of fine motor skills by learning to eat with chopsticks as augmented cutlery [29]. Whilst these
systems aim to improve behaviors to better support the social experiences of dining, they however have been
limitedly explored in such social settings.

2.2.3.2 Application Domains – Dining
This application domain includes 14 papers [1,2,93,106,119,122,124,136,144,181,183,194,196,197] in which the
described systems, irrespectively of the sensorial, emotional, cognitive or social aspects they support, were used
within the dining contexts: where food is eaten with cutlery and crockery whilst seated. Unsurprisingly, 9 of these
systems engaged social aspects of eating experience supporting the purpose of commensality
[93,106,119,122,124,136,194,196,197]. 5 of these 9 papers dealt with remote connection [106,136,194,196,197],
engaging not only with video links between remote dining partners, as common in much previous research around
food [32,49], but also with the eating experience itself. This latter aspect included multisensory interfaces to
provide haptic and thermal interactions, as well as food-based messaging via printed words and shapes onto food
[194,196,197]. Other approaches to remote dinning captured and altered the speed at which food has been eaten
by one partner whose video is used to match the speed at which food is being eaten by the other partner in order
to support synchronized eating across different time zones [136]. Other example consists of VR-based spaces in
which older adults could eat together, by seeing digital representations of their meals, and of their remote dining
partners [106]. Commensality can also be mediated. Indeed, our findings indicate that systems focused on dining
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contexts have also involved robot technologies as anthropomorphic dining partners, intended to augment the social
and ludic experience of co-diners. Here we have seen robots as companions that can feed diners [93], or robotic
arms that can be used by one dinning partner to co-feed the other [119,124]. Interestingly, robots have been used
not only to substitute social dining companions like in the former case, but also to increase connection between two
dining companions like in the latter. Aside from those related to social dining, 5 out of the 14 remaining papers
explored other ways to enrich the eating experience with performative aspects, for instance through magnetic
[1,2,144] or acoustic levitation [181,183] for manipulation of food. These systems reported novel technology,
designed for performative experiences with food.

2.2.3.3 Application Domains – Assistive Dining
The final application domain consists of systems designed to assist users to eat food [29,82,105,110,191]. Three
of these papers described systems aimed at users with physical disabilities such as robotic arms which move food
to the mouth [82,105,110], intended to provide users with greater autonomy over their eating behavior. The fourth
paper described a non-robotic assistive system for the rehabilitation of facial muscles after injury or illness [191].
It consists of a persuasive game controlled through chewing actions: as players chew, they “consume” virtual foods
falling down the screen.
Technologies to Support Eating Experiences in HCI
We now report on the different types of technologies designed and developed to support eating experiences in the
reviewed HFI research (Table 3). These technologies relate to the different identified purposes for human-food
interactions (Table 3, col 1). The largest number of technologies (57 papers) support the stimulation of sensory
aspects of eating experience especially taste, smell, touch, sight or hearing, with some supporting more than one.
Apart from these technologies purposefully supporting merely the sensory aspects of eating experience, the
remaining technologies support all aspects of eating experience: sensory, emotional, cognitive and social, albeit
differently for each of the three application domains. The second largest group consist of specific types of
technologies supporting healthy eating including a range of interactive eating technologies such as smart tableware
(20), self-tracking apps (14), games (2), and novel forms of foodstuff delivery (9). The next group of technologies
support the dining domain through novel forms of foodstuff, either static (21 papers) or dynamic (3), as well as
technologies supporting remote dining (10). The final group include technologies for assistive dining (4).
Categories

Description

Codes (number of papers)

supporting

What types of technologies did

Electronic taste devices (18)

the sensory aspects of
eating experiences

support the stimulation of
sensory aspects of eating

Smell interfaces, i.e., chemical stimuli (4)

experience?

AR/VR systems, i.e., lights and projections (10)

Technologies

Thermal interfaces, i.e., Peltier elements (7)
Visual interfaces (8)
Audio, ambient interfaces (7)
Audio internal interfaces (3)

Technologies supporting
the healthy eating domain

What types of technologies did
support the eating experience
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Smart tableware (20), self-tracking apps (14),
games (2)

Technologies

supporting

the dining domain

for the domain of healthy

Novel forms of foodstuff delivery through

eating?

automated dispensing technologies (9)

What types of technologies did

Static novel foodstuff forms: 2D and 3D printing

support the eating experience
for the domain of dining?

(21), and laser cutting technologies (3)
Dynamic novel foodstuff through acoustic
levitation, magnetic field technologies (3)
Video conferencing, VR integrated with sensory
augmentation, camera tracking, social robots,
novel food forms technologies for remote
dining (10)

Technologies

supporting

assistive dining domain

What types of technologies did

Robotic technologies for (assistive) dining (4)

support eating experience for
the domain of assistive dining?

Table 3 Technology categories and codes mapped to the purposes they support

2.2.4.1 Augmenting sensory technologies for pleasurable eating experiences
Technologies that augments sensory experiences of eating food focused predominantly on sensory stimulation of
basic tastes [146], although work on supporting other purposes such as communication through taste has also
started to emerge [126]. Most technologies for sensory stimulation focused on taste stimulation and in particular
electronic taste (18 papers) intended to create taste experiences albeit without any chemical food stimuli [74,126–
128,141,146–157,166]. Several considerations are needed for the design of electronic taste, including the use of
cathodic (e.g. [128]) and anodic (e.g. [147]) tongue probes, manipulation of current and frequency (e.g. [148]), and
location of stimulation on top or below the tongue (e.g. [148]). In contrast to electronic taste stimuli that are easier
to deploy although they remain limited in the sensations they can create, with none being observed to support all 5
basic tastes, chemical stimuli require reservoirs of tastants to be ongoingly refilled once used which raises
challenges for their deployment in naturalistic settings.
Beside taste, the sense of smell also contributes significantly to flavor experiences [171]. However, in contrast
to the emphasis on taste, technologies augmenting the sense of smell for eating experiences have been less explored.
Interestingly, the limited research on smell interfaces focused on chemical-based ones, commonly used in
conjunction with electronic taste [151,152,156,157], and occasionally with thermal and visual stimuli [151,157].
The intention here was of supporting the construction of flavor experiences without consumption of food, or the
consumption of healthier but less flavorsome alternatives. One explanation for the limited focus on smell-based
interfaces is that their chemical stimuli tend to consist of foodstuff such as chocolate [92,111] or sports drinks [96]
rather than actuators or delivery systems.
Thermal actuators, such as Peltier elements are more common than smell stimuli, with 7 papers using them to
deliver warmth or coolness to the area around the mouth in order to influence the perception of flavor
[147,148,151,152,157,166,174]. The exploration of thermal actuators in our reviewed papers tends to be coupled
with that of taste, and future work can focus on its potential to support emotional and communication purposes
[200].
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The visual stimuli for augmenting eating experiences involved mostly Virtual or Augmented Reality (VR/AR) as
shown in 10 papers [7,8,69,106,130–132,175,176,191]. The input into most of these systems consisted of photos of
food (8/10) and less so images of objects such as plates [175], or people physically chewing virtual images of food
[191]. The output of these system consists of manipulated images of food through the VR/AR technology, either by
themselves or in combination with smell stimuli. This suggests similarities between how AR/VR technologies and
electronic taste systems are used, the former drawing on the visual, the latter on the taste modality, with both being
extended by integrating also smell stimuli.
More traditional visual augmentation through images on 2D screens was reported in 8 papers
[78,135,137,150,153–156]. Most of these papers manipulate the appearance of food color to influence flavor
perception. For instance, they use yellow, green and white lights to simulate different lemonade flavors [150],
multicolor RGB LED modules controlled by the users [135,153–156] to select the color lights for drinks as part of
systems supporting electronic taste [135,150,153–156], whilst others used projection of red, green, gray [78], or
brown, green purple colors [137] to manipulate lighting onto solid foods [78,137]. The intention was to manipulate
the flavor experiences to become more pleasurable (e.g. [137]) or to allow swapping to healthier foods whilst
maintaining the flavor experience (e.g. [153]).
Audio stimuli for augmenting eating experiences included both ambient sounds or the sound generated by the
mouth while eating. 7 papers focused on ambient audio stimuli [24,44,118,121,178,185,188] such as purposefully
designed musical soundscapes in order to alter the perception of food taste towards sweeter or more bitter [24].
Two of these systems generated adaptive ambient sound triggered by the foodstuff itself, leveraging the capacitive
sensing of food materials such as jelly and ice-cream, that, when touched or licked, triggered electrical signals
resulting in pleasurable and playful eating experiences [44,188]. Fewer papers focused on audio stimuli generated
while eating [104,178,187]. These systems recorded the audio of eating such as the crunching noise of eating crisps
[104], and augmented it by varying the volume so when played back it influences the flavor perception towards
more crunchy (higher volume) and less crunchy (lower volume), supporting both more and less pleasurable
experiences, respectively.

2.2.4.2 Smart tableware, tracking apps, games & automatic dispensing
technologies for healthy eating
An important finding is the prevalence of technologies supporting healthy eating as the most commonly target
application domains. These included smart tableware (20 papers) from augmented plates
[27,28,52,53,68,83,100,114,158,165], to cutlery [20,29,75,83–86,101] and cups [68,86], or the table itself [122].
The augmented plates, cutlery, and cups tracked the eating interactions in order to provide feedback in two main
forms. The first is via haptic- or light-based systems triggered by eating too quickly or too much, i.e., [101], while
the second uses eating behavior as input via sensors in the forks or plates that measure the consumption of food,
for example through video game played at a collocated tablet, i.e., [29]. Augmented tables were also used to regulate
eating speed [122].
Healthy eating is also supported through technologies intended to increase users’ awareness of, and even
regulation of their bodily responses during eating through self-tracking apps [17,19,38,52,53,68,75,83–
86,100,101,158], and/or games [17,81] (16 papers). An interesting use of sensors in games are ingestible sensors
controlled by the gut’s temperature [17] to support its increased awareness and regulation.
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Healthy eating was also supported through technologies for automated dispensing, as new form of controlled
delivery of usually small amounts of foodstuff intended to foster increased awareness of bodily responses during
eating, and their regulation. These were described in 9 papers [90,94–96,123,125,180–182] addressing also the
emotional or playful aspects of eating experiences (3 papers), as well as the cognitive ones, most often through
reflection on data edibilization (3 papers). Most commonly, such technologies involved pumping liquids such as
tastant solutions (e.g. sugar dissolved in water [182]), or drinks (e.g. isotonic sports drinks [96]), with 1 paper
reporting dispensing of solids such as chocolate balls [90]. 3 papers explored how the performative mixing of
different liquids could be used to communicate data about user’s physical activity such as heartrate [94–96]. One
of the advantages of liquid foodstuffs is that they can be pumped through a controlled delivery, i.e., measured small
volumes. This allowed systems to use 5 different stimuli; one for each basic taste of bitter, salty, sour, sweet and
umami [181,182]. The most common purpose of these technologies was using food as part of output of interactive
systems supporting ludic eating experiences through gaming [123,125,181,182], entertainment through films [180],
or to edibilize heartrate data [94–96]. Pumped liquids such as tastant solutions or drinks were either delivered
directly into the mouth while allowing the hands to be used for another activity like gaming [123,125,181,182], or
into a cup [94–96]. The pumping into a cup also allowed a performative element to be designed into the experience
for instance via a fountain-like device which mixed the drink for the user [94–96].

2.2.4.3 2D/3D printing, laser cutting, acoustic levitation and magnetic field
technologies for static and dynamic food forms for dining; Video
conferencing, camera tracking, and VR for remote dining
Beyond the sensory experiences with food, technologies have been also used to create a range of novel food
forms for dining purposes, both static, i.e., printing (21 papers), laser cutting (3), and dynamic (3). Most such
systems relied on food printing through static forms, either as 2D low relief (20), 3D structures (7), or both (6). 2D
printing [3,82,95,100,101,122,130,133,139,140,148,151–154,162,188,193–195] has been often used to draw
messages by remote dining partners on food such as toast, or jelly-type [3,195–197], or to create visualizations of
bodily data for instance physical activity [92,98,99,124]. Similarly, 3D food printing was also used for
communication of data such as a person’s CV or physical activity [142,143,192] in foodstuffs as jalebi (Indian fried
batter sweet) or marzipan (European almond-paste sweet). 3D food printing technology explored variations in
taste experiences in solid foods whilst controlling other aspects of flavor such as appearance, smell and texture,
thus moving away from the traditional use of liquid tastants for taste-based interactions. Further exploration of
novel static forms relied on accessible Computer Numerical Control (CNC) technology such as laser cutting to draw
messages onto food surfaces for communication purposes [73], 3D printing of molds to create personalized recipes
[203], or digitally controlled cotton candy machines for rapid prototyping in food [67].
Acoustic levitation was also explored as a way to ‘float’ food in space, as novel forms, not static but dynamically
changing in response to user’s interaction. A common theme reflected in 3 papers explored the use of magnetic
fields and foodstuffs to create performative experiences with food forms where food appears to move in space,
either on the plate on in midair which in turn adds a ludic, entertaining dimension to eating experiences [1,2,144].
An important finding is that most of the systems supporting the social aspects of eating experiences did so by
supporting remote connection (10). Such technologies included video conferencing, camera tracking, and VR
integrated with sensory augmentation and novel food form technologies in order to facilitate remote commensal
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experiences. These papers relate to the broader HCI body of work on commensality technologies [32,49] where
video conferencing tools have been commonly used to share sensory experiences of remote co-diners. The
distinction is that the 10 papers identified in our review focused primarily on eating experience, so that the
technologies they employ are not only video conferencing tools but rather technologies supporting the delivery of
novel food forms or food messaging during remote dining in order to share augmented multisensory experiences
of flavors as shown in 5 papers. Such technologies involved 3D food printers [3,194–197], as well as haptic/thermal
actuators triggering thermochromic ink in a special tablecloth to change appearance while allowing the drawing of
images and text between dining partners [3,194–197]. The remaining 5 papers drawn on electronic taste for
sensory connection between co-diners [147,150,166], extended video conferencing with VR technology for more
immersive experiences of co-dining [106], or social dining robots to support commensality for solitary diners [93].

2.2.4.4 Robotic technologies for assistive dining
This group of 4 papers focused on technologies such as robotic arms that move food from the table to the mouth
for people with physical disabilities [82,105,110], or in rehabilitation following physical injuries [176]. Relevant to
this application domain of assistive dining, we can consider game-based applications of the same robotic
technologies supporting co-diners to feed each other by using robotic arms [119,124]. While these applications
supported playfulness within the dining domain, they could also be beneficial for assistive dining domain.
Discussion of Systematic Review Findings
We now reflect on these findings focusing on the first Research Question of how eating experiences were
leveraged, and designed for in the reviewed HFI research. Our specific focus on eating experiences aimed to shed
light into the less explored area of ‘design-with-food’ and how it complements the more explored one of ‘designaround-food’ [57] to identify the main gaps or limitations, and opportunities for future work pertaining to eating
experiences.
The review findings indicate that the bodily experiences of eating are sensory rich, stimulating both external
senses of sight, sound and touch, traditionally used in HCI, as well as the less explored senses of taste or smell
[54,140,181], and even less so, the particularly interesting internal senses of digestion and metabolization [17,57].
The use of taste for augmenting user experience is an exciting design opportunity, however more work is needed
to understand how it can be effectively leveraged to support users monitor or understand multiple data sources
simultaneously (i.e. audiovisual data via taste), and it remains to be seen how appropriate taste may be in this
scenario. While most of the reviewed work has explored the leverage of individual senses predominantly through
electrical stimuli for unimodal experiences, an emerging trend is the exploration of multisensory flavor experiences
through the actual eating of food or drinking of drinks. Also interesting, is that taste appears to be the only sense
stimulated both electrically and chemically [151] , with most work focusing on sweet, bitter, or sour taste, less work
on salty or umami, and even less work on their combination. The focus on internal senses highlights the inside of
human body as new site for interaction; including the mouth for licking and chewing, or the gut for digestion [17].
Findings also indicate that the reviewed HFI based systems aim to support sensory, emotional, cognitive and
social aspects of eating experiences. With regard to the stimulation of sensory aspects, an interesting outcome is
the rather limited focus on sensory augmentation considering explicitly the dining context for table-based eating
experiences [20,197]. This perhaps indicates the challenge of designing interactive flavor augmentation systems
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without disrupting the dining experience itself. Two other interesting outcomes regarding flavor include its
predominant use to support pleasurable experiences, while its value for ‘interesting experiences’ or even
challenging ones [180] has been less explored. For instance, integrating sensory information in surprising ways, i.e.,
crunchy soup, can be further explored in order to extend beyond pleasure, towards uncomfortable experiences [15].
Moreover, most work supporting flavor experiences has involved generic, rather than personalized foodstuff.
This is surprising, given the role of individual differences in the sensory experiences in general, and of tastes in
particular [12], suggesting an untapped potential of future work to better support them. For instance, emerging
work has shown the value of novel design methods such as sensory probes to support the co-design of personalized
flavors, tailored to users’ specific needs [59], or of personalizing 3D printed food structure for increased perception
of satiety [112].
Besides food or drinks, the stimulation of flavor experience has been further augmented through environmental
stimuli delivered in dining context such as ambient sound, especially music, or colored lights. Once again, the
potential for personalization or user’s agency over such stimuli has been less explored, for instance to support them
to deliberately construct the audio experiences rather than merely triggering the playback of the audio track. We
could imagine how such audio tracks could be explicitly selected by users, much like wine pairing for a specific dish.
While flavor-based systems have been explored mostly for their own end [24,118,127,137,174,178], emerging
work has started positioning them in social dining contexts [194,196] thus, sharing similarities with technologies
for commensality [48]. This indicates that flavor experiences can be appreciated in isolation, but also within broader
social contexts. It is likely that, as such flavor-based technologies mature, we will see such systems focusing on
sensory aspects increasingly integrated in social contexts.
Apart from the sensorial aspects of eating experiences, their emotional ones such as playfulness have been also
explored through both formal and informal eating practices, either as structured or open ended games. This
outcome is important, as playful food interaction has been limitedly reviewed in HCI [30]. Unlike papers focused
mostly on sensory stimulation, those focused on playfulness [189,190], especially open ended games, allow for
user’s agency and experience of discovery, particularly through creating new sounds while eating. While tastes such
as sweet/bitter have been more commonly used to provide positive/negative feedback in games [123,125,182],
other tastes and their emotional associations have been less explored. Tastes however have been used not just for
triggering emotions, but also for communicating [55,56,123,125,139,182] or even regulating them as part of
personalized flavors [56]. Particularly interesting is the innovative exploration of internal senses involved in playful
eating experiences. This has been explored through novel game-based systems, usually VR ones aimed to increase
awareness of digestion [7,8] and metabolization [94–96]. Such systems open up an exciting design space integrating
insights from body-centric design [4] to support such interoceptive experiences and their awareness [4,76].
In contrast to sensory and emotional aspects, the cognitive aspects of eating experiences have been less explored,
and when they were, the main focus has been on data edibilization aimed to support engagement and reflection.
Relevant here are the food forms, i.e., 2D or 3D printed [92,98,99,124,142,143,164], and particularly data content,
i.e., most often bodily data such as tracked fitness data, food nutritional data, and less common, abstract data. Data
content could also be foodstuff itself, i.e., usually sweets as reward [92,98,99,124] or sport drinks as refuel [94–96].
In contrast to data edibilization, a less explored cognitive aspect of eating experiences has focused on capturing and
communicating stories reflecting autobiographic food [16,20,45,67] that can take on performative qualities when
communicated to broader audiences [20,69,180].
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Finally, the social aspects of eating experiences include commensal, cooperative, and communicative ones for
supporting social bonding [105,106,136], technologically mediated eating experience requiring collaboration
among co-diners [8,119,122,136], and the transmission of often emotional messages [116,134,154] usually on
printed food [194,196,197]. Such systems open up new design opportunities for public-private communication
where the messages embedded in food, although publicly visible, their rich multisensory qualities can only be
privately experienced through eating.
Apart from supporting sensory, emotional, cognitive and social aspects of eating experiences, findings also
reflect how these aspects are leveraged across three application domains. An interesting outcome is the increased
prevalence of papers addressing healthy eating, over two times more than those focusing on dining. Healthy eating
domain has targeted both children and adults, predominantly through persuasive games, and solely adults through
smart tableware, automatic dispensing technologies and those for self-tracking of eating behaviors and even
regulation of cravings. Tracking focuses on the foodstuff and takes place via cameras [106,113], scales [158],
capacitance [68] or audio recordings [8] reflecting the multimodal nature of eating experiences. Interestingly, such
systems could benefit from more critical reflection on the goals they support and their tailoring to users’ needs.
Indeed, previous HCI research on the ethical implications of affective health technologies in general [167], and
dieting apps in particular has indicated their potential harmful impact of supporting inadequate relationships with
food [45]. The focus on reflection, and especially regulation of eating behavior, has been less explored, with some
recent work targeting such important functionalities [90]. The emerging HCI interest in mindful eating offers
exciting opportunities to extend the design space of HFI systems, by supporting users’ agency to frame their own
healthy and mindful eating and how its meaning evolves across contexts [20,100,101].
The dining application domain focused on support for remote dining or co-dining experiences with robots as
companions. In both cases, the previous HCI interest in commensality research [36,51] has been extended to
integrate both the social aspects of design-around-food, as well as the sensory aspects of design-with-food. While
the former has been explored through traditional technologies such as video conferencing, camera tracking, or VR
for remote dining, the latter has been explored through more novel technologies from 2D/3D printing or laser
cutting, to acoustic levitation and magnetic field in order to deliver new food forms during dining, both static and
dynamic. Such exploration of new ways of making and delivering food draws from lower prices and ease to use
manufacturing technologies. One can imagine how the integration of knowledge about food and eating experiences
within the maker movement can further extend the design space of these technologies and their democratization.
Also related to the dining application domain, another interesting finding is that about a third of the papers
support performative experiences, although, as of yet, they have been limitedly explored in real dinning settings
and their social interactions. In the dining domain, findings indicate the potential technological challenge of
disrupting the dining experience, especially through technologies augmenting the sensory aspects of eating
experiences, or through the more invasiveness head mounted VR/AR technologies [8,106,113,129,177].
Interestingly, technologies in dining domain allowed for a range of manipulations impacting the dining
environments, albeit less so of the food itself, despite the focus on delivering novel food forms. This may be because
the foodstuff per sei may be more difficult to manipulate, as a ‘living’ material that degrades and changes over short
time interval [140]. As technologies mature, we will probably see more of the sensory augmenting technologies
integrated within the dining domain.
Not at least, the third, less explored domain focused on robotic technologies to supporting assistive eating
experiences of people with physical disabilities [82,105,110] or those in rehabilitation following physical injuries
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[176]. Such work attempts to model ‘normal’ eating behavior informed by abled bodied, that is not sufficiently
critiqued ]78].

3

STUDY 2: INTERVIEWS WITH PROFESSIONAL CHEFS

The aim of the second study was to explore chefs’ creative design with food and particularly their focus on
aesthetically rich eating experiences. In contrast to the first study, the interviews provided further depth to the
‘what’ and ‘how’ of designing for eating experiences through complementary rich accounts of professional chefs. As
practitioners, they engage in creative design for eating experiences that are likely to share novel, pleasurable and
aesthetic aspects. The interview study aimed to address the second Research Question.
Method
We ran semi-structured interviews with 18 professional chefs who had at least 5 year experience (range 5-30, M =
12.67, S.D. = 5.71), including 8 food designers. The average age of participants was 34.8 (range 29-55, S.D. = 6.2). 8
participants identified themselves as female, 9 as male and 1 as non-binary, representing a gender-balanced sample.
11 participants identified as British, and one each as Canadian-British, Czech, French-Colombian, French-South
African, Greek, Icelandic and Nigerian-American. Participants were recruited as they are directly involved in the
design and creation of eating experiences with handmade food, having also significant practical expertise that they
can draw from to share with us. The contexts in which they work are diverse 9 worked in restaurants, 7 in catering
for food events such as theatre performance, or films), 5 in producing food art for events and exhibitions, and 1 in
food product development where recipes were designed for clients including restaurants and food brands. 2 chefs
worked in more than one of these contexts. Participants’ selection was made to combine both traditional
approaches to food experience, as seen in restaurant settings, with more experimental experiences found in the
practice of those chefs who were also food designers. All participants were recruited from the UK via mailing lists
associated with Dovetailed Ltd.
Through the semi-structured interviews we asked participants about the qualities of foodstuff such as flavors,
tastes, forms, textures or other factors that they manipulate in their creative process. We also asked if factors
regarding the environment in which the food is eaten are also manipulated and how. Participants were also
prompted to reflect on whether they designed mostly for positive experiences and also for challenging or
uncomfortable experiences, and how each of these may feel like. The study also involved an additional task where
without being given any tastants, participants were asked to recall typical food experiences of each basic taste, i.e.,
sweet, sour, salt, bitter and umami, and to place them onto the Russell’s circumplex model of affect [163]
representing a two dimensional space organized along arousal or intensity axis, and valence axis, i.e.,
positive/negative. While traditionally, this model has been used to place discrete emotions such as love or hate
within the space, previous work [58] has shown that it can be also used to place the experiences of each basic taste
by matching them to the discrete emotions people felt that best represented each taste. Interviews lasted around
45 minutes, were audio recorded and fully transcribed. These were analyzed using Atlas/ti software, through a
hybrid approach including both deductive and inductive coding [50] leading to a final set of over 200 codes. The
deductive codes were identified from theory-informed conceptual framework inspired from previous work on
taste-emotion mappings [18,161] to highlight tastes and emotional responses, including potential use of metaphors
[25], the multisensory nature of flavor perception [171] to help uncover both the sensory cues arising from the food
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as well as the context in which the food was consumed, uncomfortable experiences [15], and trajectories [14] to
examine both negative or challenging food experiences as well as approaches to mapping out experience over a
period of time as series of interactions. Then we revised this framework on the basis of interview data as new codes
emerged around chefs’ process to design food experiences such as balance, complexity, ambiguity, transformation,
ideation, iteration, and movement metaphors for in-mouth sensations such as kick, burst, kick, lift, pop. The themes
were iteratively refined through discussions over 3 months between the two authors until consensus was reached.
Findings and Discussion
We now report on the four identified themes describing emotionally rich sensory experiences, performative
aspects of eating experiences, memory-inspired design of eating experiences, and chefs’ approach to designing for
such experiences. We also discuss the importance of the key findings in the light of the second Research Question
of how professional chefs design for eating experiences and their aesthetics. While some of these findings confirm
those from the systematic literature review, others extend them thorough the more nuanced understanding of
taste-emotion mapping leading to flavor-emotion mapping, innovative uses of taste, smell or visual stimuli not only
for augmenting pleasurable eating experiences but also to inject challenge and tension, novel haptic in-mouth
experiences and internal ones in the gut, the cultural aspects of eating experiences, and the framing of eating
experiences not just as pleasurable but as purposefully designed trajectories to support climax through contrasting
and balancing of pleasurable and uncomfortable experiences.
Emotionally and Sensory Rich Experiences: Taste, Smell, Sight, Touch and Internal Senses
A key finding is chefs’ deliberate effort to design for emotionally rich multisensory flavor experiences, while
leveraging the main senses of taste and supporting its appreciation. While the connection between taste and
emotion has been consistently shown in previous HFI research [62,89,161], our interviews have unpacked more
nuanced understandings of such mappings. In particular, as shown in Figure 2, all the four tastes from the top right
quadrant were associated with mid to high arousal positive emotions, while the salty taste to the lowest arousal.
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Figure 2 Chefs’ mean ratings of emotional valence and arousal associated with each of the 5 basic tastes

Participants appeared to prefer tastes of medium-high intensities (n = 8), confirming previous findings [55].
Findings also show larger variance in the mapping of the salty and sour tastes which were the ones associated to
both positive (n=9 for salty, n=11 for sour) and negative emotions (n=8 for salty, and n=14), where the numbers in
the brackets represent the number of chefs supporting them. For instance, sour taste was often associated with
positive emotions through recall of eating sour sweets in childhood, contrasting previous findings that solely
mapped sour tastes to negative affect [62].
Another important outcome is chefs’ nuanced understanding of tastes beyond taste-emotion mapping, and in
particular through the dominant characteristics of multisensory flavor experiences. For instance the sour sweets
provide not only a sour taste but also a less dominantly sweet taste, with specific texture and appearance. This
suggests the value of extending taste-emotion mappings to complex flavor-emotion connections where specific
tastes are dominant while others less so. For instance, the connection between bitter tastes and bitter emotional
state has been previously made [26], and also mentioned in our interviews. Moreover, sadness was associated with
salty taste: “sadness, tears, they’re salty” (P3) or with the description of fear as “really nasty cold coffee not the nice
drip stuff, something that has been sat around for too long, that has maybe had a bit of fag (cigarette) ash in it” (P8).
Sour or bitter tastes were reported as having an impact on the chemistry of the experience as palate cleanser (n =
5): “we will use more sour or bitter flavors as a palate cleanser or just to create a kind of a space or a gap before a
major sweet or salty flavor” (Participant 13). Similarly, fat was also reported by 4 participants as “carrying the flavor
so then other elements [of taste] can come in” (P16). Additionally, umami was reported as a complex taste (n=3)
supporting uncertain or intriguing experiences. Findings also suggest that non-taste characteristics such as
trigeminal stimulation from spicy foods (n=13), burnt materials (n= 7), or very sharp textures such as dry puffed
pork rind (n=6) can also be mapped to emotional responses such as happiness, sadness, and anger, respectively.
Chefs also described how the temporal qualities of taste (reflected in [139]) can be designed with, as part of the
structure of an experience deliberately creating a ‘little pop and it is something that takes you by surprise and wakes
up the palate’ (P2).
In addition to taste, smell was the second targeted sense, discussed by 11 participants for its role in eating
experiences. Largely, smell was considered part of the multisensory experiences, as aroma in flavors both
compliments and contrasts the taste (n=4). The latter is an important finding, extending the value of smell from the
reviewed HFI research. For instance, participant 9 described creating a dish inspired from a scene at “a rotten fish
market” in which he “wanted to evoke some of those [rotten, fishy] aromas whilst still making it taste good”. Here,
smell was explored to create tension between what is perceived by the mouth and the nose, delivering pleasure to
one and disgust to the other. Nevertheless, the taste remains the dominant sense, and the appreciation for “good
taste” is an important outcome. Smell also interacts with the body at a greater distance than taste; Participant 7
reported covering a bowl of soup with a biscuit to preserve the intensity of smell until the diner lifted it, or to waft
a smell prior to serving in order to play with diner’s sense of anticipation. These findings are interesting, suggesting
that in comparison to literature review’s outcomes, chefs were more deliberate in their use of additional smell
stimuli, by playfully creating challenges or misdirection, rather than merely stimulating or augmenting the flavor
experiences. The use of a biscuit to control smell delivery also suggests novel opportunities for HFI to explore
approaches to design for eating experiences that support the controlled release of smell during interaction.
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Visual stimuli, and in particular colors have also been shown to impact on taste perception [172], and our
findings confirm chefs’ appreciation of this sensory modality. More abstractly, color played a role in the associations
of tastes and emotions as reflected in the answers of 8 participants: “I associate anger and rage with the color red
and chilies, [they] are very hot and fiery” (P5). This is interesting, as it extends the taste-emotion mapping with
specific visual stimuli, which has been limitedly explored in HFI. Participants also discussed the role of color in
challenging familiarity and generating surprise, for example through the use of black foodstuffs: “this sticky, oozy,
beautiful, black syrup, liquid thing […] a jelly thing and it tastes like fish but you’re like, ‘what is it? Is it squid ink?’ [so
one experiences] emotions of surrender and fear and anger and these feelings of survival […] your taste buds are aware
that it is food [but not] food as you know it” (P17). In this illustrative quote, color stimulus appears to contradict the
taste stimulus, in order to create an estrangement with the food, which in turn could capture attention to otherwise
mundane eating experience. Here, the appreciation for the taste of the food is reflected in the aesthetic quality of
the “black syrup”. Beside color, the visual appearance of the food was also used to misdirect, but unlike VR/AR
applications which trick users into seeing more pleasing (i.e. bigger/sweeter) food, chefs tricked participants into
seeing a less pleasing food. In this respect, our findings uncover new opportunities to design for eating experiences
as chefs aimed less to support consistent flavor experiences in which the visual appearance improved the overall
flavor, but rather to support those experiences where the visual appearance also challenged the flavor experience
which becomes revealed only through eating. An interesting outcome is the chefs’ limited mention of leveraging
sound in their design for eating experiences, with hearing sense being also limitedly explored in HFI [104,178,187].
Beside taste, smell and sight, chefs’ were also interested in touch and its relation to internal sense of digestion.
Findings indicate that the sense of touch in the mouth was deliberately elicited through the texture of foodstuff:
“really quite dry puffed pork rind, it’s sort of a savory honeycomb texture and it is quite sharp and if you try and eat
that it will scratch your gums up a bit which is quite unpleasant” (P8). The physical interaction between texture and
the mouth opens up new perspectives on HCI design, adding to the spiciness that “sets your tongue alive” (P17) and
sourness where the face “all crunches up” (P17). These quotes illustrate the appreciation for eating experience due
to the unusual texture or the intensity of the flavor or taste experience.
The focus on digestion is also reflected in the verbs describing the “movement” of taste within the mouth,
especially for the sour taste (n=4) which “bursts”, “kicks” or “pops”. Most haptic-related eating experiences in our
systematic review involved thermal experiences on the hand e.g. [197] or mouth e.g. [174], with little exploration
of in-mouth experiences. In contrast, the chefs detailed how the in-mouth experiences can result in pain or
trigeminal sensations. While digestive and metabolic experiences have been less explored in HFI, with only one
paper in our literature review explicitly focusing on gut [17], our interviewees indicated the interest on both gut
and mouth as relevant for digestion and metabolization.
Performative Aspect of Eating Experiences: Trajectories, Climax, Pleasurable-Uncomfortable, Balance & Contrast
An important finding is chefs’ interest to design food experiences as trajectories intended to support not just
positive eating experiences but also climax through contrasting and balancing such pleasurable and aesthetic
experiences: “it needs to be pleasant […] I have to find joy whilst I am eating it [or] I am not going to serve it” [P14],
with uncomfortable experiences: “if you break the rules a little bit with what you can do with food then it opens the
door to all those other emotions” (P17). A key aspect of such contrast is the element of surprise that challenges
expectations, which literature review findings indicated that are important aspects impacting on eating experiences
[35,37,172,201]. As mentioned by our chefs, most dishes can accommodate such contrast: “I mainly work with
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desserts […] no one expects to be made fully from sweets so you can be very playful with them” (P6). This quote
suggests that contrasting flavors may be not only possible, but desirable, and a creative dish with surprising
elements can positively challenge expectations.

The term trajectory relates to different eating experiences while eating a dish or multi-course meal: “Mugaritz
[experimental restaurant in Spain], stands out […] where not everything is immediately pleasurable […] it’s a sort of
emotional, psychological journey to take people on. And I think that is where the concept leads over flavor and
deliciousness” [P7]. Trajectories also involve various points that raise to a peak or climax, as a turning point from
where to return to lower intensity: “A meal for me is a journey, you want to start with something which is going to
inspire your palate and evolve into building up to a richer, heartier main course and winding down; Taking your palate
on a journey from savory and bitters flavors and finishing off with more sweet than sour at the end” (P3). This echoes
Benford and colleagues’ work on framing user experience as interaction trajectories [13,14] that builds on
dramaturgy concepts of story, plot, character, audience, space and time from Performance Studies. According to
them, user experience is characterized by sensations, positive emotions, and aesthetics, while trajectories are
continuous and coherent, capturing the unfolding of successive experiences through time and space. Our findings
extend such framing with the dramaturgical concept of climax; the inflexion point in the trajectory of the narrative
marked by the greatest tension, as indicated in Freytag’s analysis of dramatic composition [65].
Findings suggest four strategies employed by chefs to design for climax within eating experiences and their
trajectories. These all rely on leveraging taste-emotion mapping in order to elicit predominantly positive emotions,
albeit counterbalanced with negative ones at the climactic moment. One strategy focuses on the predominant taste
stimulation during climax, with findings suggesting the value of umami and bitter tastes to provide such tension:
“umami can be a fitting high point to a meal, so we probably work up our taste, flavors and dishes around that main
kind of high point” (P13). Another strategy involved experiencing less pleasant taste followed by a positive one. For
example, sour taste was reported as having initially negative response that changed to positive: “sourness has that
thing where first of all it repels you, but then you want more so it’s a kind of naughty but nice kind of sensation” (P10).
This outcome confirms previous one, with Obrist and colleagues calling this affective-temporal aspect of sour taste
as synchronic duality in affect [126]. Another example is the miracle berry, a chemical technology for manipulating
how foods taste after being eaten. By blocking specific receptors or inducing salivation [204], it can be used to
transform raw lemon into a sweet tasting delight (P11). This is an interesting outcome, as much research on HFI
has focused on stimulating taste, but less so on how to prime the mouth by blocking receptors. The third strategy
explores contrast across modalities, for instance through the pairing of pleasant tastes with unpleasant smells, in
order to design for a challenging but ultimately enjoyable experience: “I think there is something about giving
something to someone to eat that is not nice, that seems very cruel, whereas smell is something that you can’t control
how much you smell things, it invades your nostrils. I suppose there is something quite a bit softer about that” (P6).
The fourth strategy involved making the environment more challenging through zombie smells (P6) or sensory
deprivation, i.e., BDSM-inspired, blindfolded feeding (P11). Most HFI work has focused on pleasant flavor
experiences, or on flavors to support pleasurable emotional, social or playful experiences. A noticeable exception is
negative valence taste-emotion mappings used alongside positive one as feedback in games, albeit future work can
focus more on how uncomfortable experiences can be also leveraged for designing interesting user experiences.
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When discussing uncomfortable experiences, balance was highlighted as a key consideration (n=8), most often
in relation to the taste of a dish. For example: “adding in a very bitter element somewhere in a nice creamy mayonnaise
or something to give you a nice range of sensations” (P1). Acidity, sourness, and umami were all reported as
important in creating dishes with balanced flavor. Balance however is important not only for contrasting
pleasurable-uncomfortable experiences, but also for cohesive stimulation across multiple sensory pathways such
as taste, smell, and touch: “fish and chips […] has contrasts of taste and temperature and texture [… ] the crispy batter
of the fish, the soft flesh of the fish, the comforting texture of the chips and I try and use that as a model for my own
dishes” (P3). For both balance and contrast there is a recognition of the need to pair together differences to create
interest within the dish and across multiple sensory pathways, albeit within a coherent overall experience. For
example, taste, texture or temperature can create interest across a multi-course meal: “one dish is kind of veering
towards the sweet, salty, umami side, you kind of go to another dish which ends up on the more bitter, fattier side if
that makes sense. So, it is all about trying to create total balance from beginning to end” (P16). These findings reflect
chefs’ understanding of how temporal experiences can be shaped both within conventional meal structure, as well
as in more open ended contexts. Temporal experience around eating in HFI has been limited to taste related
experiences [139] and eating speed [122,136]. Chefs connected these temporal aspects of experience to sensory
ones, particularly taste. While previous work [146,166] has identified ways in which individual experiences can be
augmented, less attention has focused on how different flavor experiences may work together. Our interview
findings suggest that contrasting sensory experiences in terms of texture, taste or temperature could strengthened
their aesthetics quality.
Personal and Cultural Meaning of Eating Experiences: Memory-inspired Design
Findings confirm the importance of eating experiences being highly charged with both emotions and meaning
[102,107,116], and that memory plays an important role in the design for, and meaning making of food experiences.
For example, chefs’ childhood memories were commonly reported, with 11 participants referencing them. As
previously mentioned, sour sweets were a common theme in these early life memories. Both positive experiences
such as “Sunday mornings as a child, going to the sweet shop with Dad” (P16), and negative experiences with bitter
tastes or bad seafood were encoded. Leveraging the memories of these flavor-based experiences by recreating them
through novel design of eating experiences was mentioned by 3 participants: “the fun part of being a chef [is] trying
to get the customer to understand what you are expressing with that flavor” (P14). As shown in the literature review’s
findings, there has been limited exploration of food-related memories in HFI, with only one paper directly
addressing the potential of food to support reminiscing [61]. Our chefs however described their own, emotionally
rich, episodic memories inspiring their design of eating experiences.
Although these flavor-based memories were personal, their association with positive experience appear to hold
true for diners, such as the connection between positive experiences and sour sweets, supporting also a feeling of
nostalgia (n=5) described as a “secret, powerful influence [of] food” (P6). Key in understanding the meaning of chefs’
memory-inspired dishes is the cultural aspects embedded in such personal and shared experiences [108,168]. In
particular, familiar, culturally significant food can support positive experiences, while the less familiar food pose
some challenges. For instance, chefs with Nordic ancestry described “rotten shark and puffin” (P1) as delicacies,
albeit disgusting for diners unfamiliar with Scandinavian cuisine. Licorice was another food eliciting pleasure or
disgust. In this respect, familiarity with the cultural aspects is key in shaping the boundaries between pleasant and
unpleasant experiences. For example, participant 9 detailed the tension in experimenting with these questions such
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as: “how far can you push it? I suppose sometimes you want to make something that is a provocation and then how far
is it acceptable to go beyond something that is straightforwardly tasty; that is a real grey area – really interesting”.
This is an important outcome as the cultural significance of what is eaten has been limitedly captured in the
systematic review findings. Our findings resonate with Korsmeyer’s [107] philosophical critique of taste experience
arguing for the need to go beyond the refined pleasure underpinning the aesthetic appreciation of taste, to also
include the cognitive experience related to personal, social and cultural meaning of food being eaten, as it is through
its (usually forgotten symbolic) significance that food resembles arts, a point also highlighted in a growing body of
work in food art [34,102,116].
Chefs’ Approach to Designing for Eating Experiences and their Aesthetic Qualities
Professional chefs mentioned the importance of research (n= 5), experimentation (n=5) and iteration (n = 4)
as key components of their creative process of designing for good eating experiences whose aesthetic qualities
matters. They engage in an iterative process to refine the ingredients and recipes in order to shape the experience.
Such iterative orchestration of how ingredients fit together for a sensory rich experience echoes user-centered and
craft-based design in HCI [22,23], highlighting how food materials can be considered via their experiential
outcomes: “I might think of the trigeminal senses, I might think actually could this do with a bit of isothiocyanate
(compound found in cruciferous vegetables like broccoli), like the wasabi, pepperiness and stick a bit of horseradish in,
or I might taste a broth and think, oh well, it is really nice and umami but it needs a bit more salt, a bit of acidity to
freshen it up” [P7]. This iterative process targets not just ingredients but also the smell, sight, and structure of the
whole experience: “wouldn’t it be nice if [the dish being created] was actually purple so that would build the
expectation, so I might think about the smell and [as] I am serving a little cup of broth; do I want to cover the broth
with some kind of little biscuit or something so that it only releases the smell once it hits the table or might I want it to
waft the smell before I do that, before I serve it, so there’ll be anticipation” [P7].
Findings also indicate chefs’ different starting points when designing for eating experiences as predominantly
flavor-led or narrative-led. For the flavor-led experiences, the starting point is the sensory focus towards designing
rich and engaging multisensory experiences: “so [we consider] hot, cold, sweet, sour, hard, soft, black and white; all
of those different contrasts you can build into the dishes, to make it exciting to make it fun make it more ‘craveable’ ”
(P1). Similarly, P2 noted how he framed his process: “I use a meal that everyone is familiar: fish and chips is a really
good one because has contrasts of taste, temperature and texture. Some people might like a pickled gherkin with it,
which is really nice and cold and acidic; some people might like brown sauce which adds that fruity acidity and
complexity”. Narrative-led experiences, while also designed to be sensory rich, are however organized around a
narrative storyline, such as the narrative structure of a film, theater performance or novel and its overall trajectory:
“we might have a theme we want to run all the way through; so, we start by thinking about the theme and then attach
things to it. [We ask] ‘what is the big thing?’, the main course? And then plan the rest of the menu around that” [P13].
Findings also indicate that professional chefs, irrespectively of their different starting point, consider the whole
experience from engaging “as many senses as I can” (P7) to answering questions about the experience such as who?,
what?, why? and where? (P12), and its cultural aspects from its history to provenance of ingredients (P1). With
respect to the latter, participant 1 described developing a Middle Eastern dish and struggling to get the taste of the
meat right: “we were walking through the cheaper sort of areas and […] we saw all the markets and little butchers and
the meat and mutton and lamb hanging out in the sun, so it was getting a bit rancid out in the sun. So, we bought some
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[…] and the feedback was ‘yeah, it’s great, what did you do? It’s perfect!’”. This suggests the importance of
understanding the cultural aspects of eating experiences from local clime to food retail.
As shown above, interviews’ findings indicate a chef-centric model of design eating experiences reflecting chefs’
creative process and personal artistic expression. This model has been critiqued in food design research for limiting
diners to the role of passive consumers of eating experiences [199]. To address this, Wilde and Bertran proposed a
new method: participatory research through gastronomy design, aimed to engage diners in the co-design of playful
experiences [199], while similar novel approaches to co-design of flavors have started to emerge in HCI [59].
We conclude with a reflection on the useful distinction between eating experiences and eating practices, as it
becomes relevant for better understanding chefs’ approach to design. According to Reckwitz [160], social practices
represent routinized behaviors integrating bodily, emotional and mental activities interconnected through the use
of specific objects together with implicit, cultural knowledge of understanding such behaviors. Therefore,
irrespectively of taking place at different spatio-temporal contexts, practices are easily understood by people, either
performing or observing them. A practices is for example a specific form of working, or a form of cooking involving
all these elements in a cohesive whole. In his exploration of the complexity and ubiquity of eating practices, Warde
[193] called them “compound practices” [p. 24] integrating sensory, social, and aesthetic elements of meals and
events whose enactment (or the so called performance of practice) involves many situated instantiations of the
practice. Each instantiation means unique bodily, emotional, and mental activities taking place in a specific space
and time [160]. These bodily, emotional, and temporally bounded events share strong similarities with the aesthetic,
emotional and experiential aspects of subjective phenomena [72] characterizing user experience [70]. Warde [193]
further identified four specific practices underpinning the complex eating ones: supplying the food, cooking,
organizing eating events involving etiquette, and the practice of aesthetic judgments of taste. Our findings highlight
not only chefs’ creative design for refined eating experiences, but also their engagement in the specific practice of
aesthetic judgments of taste [193]. Indeed, the practice of eating is particularly open to aesthetic judgment
especially by those with much appreciation for the aesthetic and experiential aspects of eating, such as professional
chefs with expert knowledge and passion for food [67].
4

GENERAL DISCUSSION

We now look back to the remaining research question. The first and second Research Questions have been
addressed in the Discussion of the first and second study, respectively. In this section we reflect on how the main
outcomes from the two studies build on, and complement each other, in order to answer the third and fourth
Research Questions of what is the space of designing for user experience in HFI involving eating experiences, and
how we can better support its understanding and exploration. In addressing these questions, we articulate three
main contributions of our work including a conceptual framework of designing for user experience that leverages
eating experiences, as well as the mouth and the gut as new sites for HFI, novel implications for HFI design research
leveraging sensory and emotional aspects of eating experiences, as well as the cultural and performative ones; and
six charts as novel inspirational and generative design tools for HFI experiences.
Conceptual Framework of Designing for User Experience informed by Eating Experiences
First, we start by reflecting on the identified aspects of eating experiences and how they can be conceptualized.
As our findings indicate, by connecting the body and technology, food can performs various roles from meaningful
data object [92,94,143,192] to prompt for eliciting emotions [55,56,80] or supporting storytelling [21,42,69,180];
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and it does so flexibly through flavor [55,56,125,182], shape [92,143], structure [44,67] or form of delivery [183].
More importantly, food’s multisensory quality makes it a prime stimulus for multisensory experiences, involving
stimulation of taste, smell, sight, sound, touch [10], as well as internal sense of digestion and metabolization.
Research on developing frameworks for designing for experiences has received rather limited attention in HFI,
with initial explorations focusing on how taste may support specific temporal, affective and embodied experiences
[139]. Such previous framework however has been developed based on the mere exploration of taste experiences
involving tastants rather than flavors, and does not capture the richer bodily experiences involving both internal
and external senses, or the cognitive aspects of eating experiences.
In order to harness the value of eating experiences for designing for user experience, we refer to the seminal
work of Hassenzahl and Tractinsky [70] who, although have not provided a definition of user experience, identified
three key dimensions: (i) aesthetic, hedonic and holistic that extend beyond mere instrumental functions, (ii)
subjective and positive emotions, and (iii) experiential aspects such as complex, dynamic, unique, situated and
temporally-bounded. Another relevant model is the HCI framework for experience [51] and its concepts of
experience, (i.e., constant stream), an experience (with start and end), and co-experience (ensuring emotion and
meaning). For example, the constant stream can be seen as bodily engagement during multi-course meals, an
experience may involve tasting a simple tastant and perceiving its ephemeral impact in one’s mouth [47], while coexperience may consist of co-dining involving emotional or storytelling aspects [45]. This useful framework
accounts well for the emotional, cognitive, and social aspects of eating experiences, but less so for its explicit sensory
ones. So an integration of the two frameworks above would be useful. Moreover, as reflected in chefs’ interviews,
eating experiences also appear to share performative aspects which can be accounted for if we employ the framing
of experiences as interaction trajectories [13,14] together with Freytag’s analysis of dramatic composition, i.e.,
climax, contrast, balance of pleasurable and uncomfortable experiences [65]. Such uncomfortable experience echo
“difficult pleasures” such as disgust, fear or sadness that Korsmeyer [107] described as deeply moving, yet
challenging, albeit contributing to heighted appreciation of flavor.
Not at least, our findings suggested the value of the body in the rich sensory, emotional and meaningful
experiences associated with eating. Similar qualities related to food as a medium for arts [107] and artistic
performance [34] have been suggested in research Performance Studies: “Food, and all that is associated with it, is
already larger than life. It is already highly charged with meaning and affect. It is already performative and theatrical.
An art of the concrete, food, like performance, is alive, fugitive, and sensory” [102:1]. This quote illustrates the sensory,
emotional, communicative, performative, as well as temporal aspects of eating experiences. With respect to bodily
aspects, our outcomes also highlight the mouth and the gut, as two less explored sites for HFI, and potentially for
HCI. To better design for eating experiences within HFI, a closer look at these bodily spaces is needed. For his, we
build on a rich foundation drawing from phenomenology and the post-Cartesian philosophy [120]. In particular,
somaesthetic design has emphasized the role of the body in user experience, and the value of cultivating aesthetic
appreciation of the bodily experience through guided attention inwards [77].
The Mouth as Site for HFI
Our findings highlight the importance of the mouth as a novel site for HFI. The mouth performs many roles on
eating experiences, from evaluating the food [10] to breaking it down into smaller parts. Indeed, digestion starts in
the mouth through chewing or licking. The mouths is also key in the construction of the multimodal sense of flavor
[91] integrating taste, smell, touch, i.e., texture and temperature of the food, and trigeminal sensations. The mouth
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is also key for the experience of emotional aspects associated with specific tastes and flavors, the most
predominantly designed for being positive ones such as pleasure, enjoyment, or delight. Findings indicate chefs’
focus on designing also for uncomfortable sensations in order to ensure performative eating experiences by
contrasting them with pleasurable ones. For this, we have seen the importance of umami and bitter tastes, as more
challenging tastes to be followed by pleasurable ones; of pairing unpleasant smells with pleasant tastes for climactic
moments; or of using palate cleansers as pauses in the trajectory of eating experiences. From a temporal
perspective, the experiences in the mouth are mostly ephemeral [44] engaging tastes, textures and temperatures,
but they can also be designed to linger through sensation of hot, following spicy flavors that simulate damage on
the sensitive flesh of the mouth. Chefs’ interviews also indicated that the range of interactions in the mouth is rich,
going beyond the mere “chewing” and “licking” that have been mainly explored in HFI, to more nuanced ones such
as “bursts”, “kicks” or “pops” reflecting the movement of the taste in the mouth, especially sour. The exploration of
the embodiment of taste experiences has been limited, with previous findings indicating that the feeling of the
mouth due to different tastants may be linked to their texture, viscosity, or movement in the mouth [126]. Efforts
to develop richer vocabulary for these in mouth interactions and how they feel like can further advance the field.
The Gut as Site for HFI
Our outcomes also highlight the importance of the gut especially for internal senses of digestion and
metabolization, and subsequently as a novel site for HFI. Unlike the sensations in the mouth, those from inside the
body are less accessible, although people can recognize and learn to understand them [5,72]. Findings from
experiential phenomenology identified the importance of the body and especially the gut for intuitive feelings [71]
which may be brought into awareness as the “felt sense” through Gendlin’s focusing method [60]. The gut, as new
site for HFI, draws from this richer background of the body as site for knowledge production, especially since
sensations inside the body such as fullness, hunger, satiety, warmth and their emotional aspects have been less
explored in HFI but can offer exciting opportunities for design, especially for healthy eating domain [17]. Increased
awareness of such digestion and metabolization processes can help reshape relationship with food. For instance,
novel applications such as those supporting mindful eating [20,100,101] can increase people’s awareness of such
feelings and potentially their ability to better regulate eating behaviors. From a temporal perspective, unlike the
short-lived experiences in the mouth, those inside the body are marked by larger time scale. While the mouth
provides instantaneous feedback such as positive emotions triggered by sugary treats, their digestion can take
several hours after which they become metabolized in some form of fat. Exploring ways to support awareness of
bodily experiences of eating across these different timescales can open up novel design opportunities.
Implications for HFI Design Research
The two sets of findings from the two studies presented above share similarities but also complement each other.
The key outcomes about how together these sets of findings define the design space of HFI are further described,
alongside insights on how future research building on them may move the field forward. While our literature review
identified the sensory, emotional, cognitive and social aspects of eating experiences, the interview study also
highlighted the importance of performative experiences, and cognitive ones reflecting mostly communicative
experiences.
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Beyond Taste Stimulation: Supporting Multisensory Flavor Experiences
Our literature review’s findings indicated that much research efforts have focused on the sense of taste,
predominantly through electronic taste stimulation devices, i.e., [141,156]. A less questioned assumption of such
devices however is their potential to support healthier eating, for instance by swapping sugary drinks for water
drunk with augmented electronic taste, i.e., [153,154], or by reducing salt content by electronically creating salty
tastes [128]. However, such health potential has been limitedly realized, given the reduced acceptability of
electronic taste systems and ability to deliver the full range of taste sensations. Indeed, beside sweet and sour which
are the most common electronic tastes, others, such as salty and bitter have been less explored through such devices
[149]. Other limitations of electronic taste devices include the discomfort of using them, and lingering aftertaste
[149] that perhaps explains the shifting trend towards leveraging such devices for communication purposes
[126,147,166], especially of affect. Indeed, an interesting potential of electronic taste technology is leveraging the
link between taste and emotions [56,139] in order to better support taste-based emotional communication, and to
increase the enjoyment of multisensory experiences [126]. We encourage HFI researchers to move beyond
unimodal experiences, and towards supporting multisensory ones [133,134,184] which were the main focus of
professional chefs in our interview study. Future research could also explore the integration of electronic and
chemical stimuli across multiple sensory pathways, since leveraging chemical sense through consumption of food
or drinks offer opportunities to elicit multisensory experiences and in turn to better support them for richer user
experience.
From External Stimulation to both External and Internal Sensory Stimulation & Deprivation
An important outcome from the literature review is the breadth of sensory stimulation addressing the five external
senses. Although HFI research has started to also explore digestion and metabolization, much less work has focused
on these internal senses. In contrast, our interviews, professional chefs pay much attention on them, reporting a
richer range of interactions in the mouth, going beyond the mere “chewing” and “licking” that have been mainly
explored in HFI, to more nuanced ones such as “bursts”, “kicks” or “pops”. Efforts to develop richer vocabulary of
such “in mouth interactions” can further advance the field.
The findings from both studies pointed out, in different degrees, the value of regarding the mouth and the
inside of the body, especially the gut [17] as places where interesting things occurs, or in other words as sites for
interaction. We suggest the value of integrating both external and internal senses for the design of eating
experiences and beyond towards multisensory user experience. This can open up interesting design opportunities
supporting also the focus on interoceptive experiences as an emergent HCI interest related to human body [4,76]
and how they may be supported [33]. In addition to the distinction between internal and external senses, most of
the reviewed HFI research has focused on stimulation, with limited interest in sensory deprivation. However, we
have seen chefs’ efforts to leverage deprivation in their design for eating experience, which echoes previous findings
suggesting its value for intensifying the non-deprived senses, i.e., taste in the absence of sight [151,152]. This opens
up new opportunities for HFI exploration of sensory deprivation, and potentially for novel methods supporting it,
like recent work on sensory probes [59].
From Taste-Emotion Mapping to Flavor-Emotion & Flavor-Emotional Memory
Eating experiences are quintessential pleasurable, and both studies confirmed previous findings on the
relationship between tastes and emotions. However, in contrast to literature review findings, chefs’ interviews
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suggested richer and more nuanced mappings. First, there is much value in moving beyond mere tastes but to
flavors in order to better harness their relationship with emotions. Indeed, similar to tastes, flavors can elicit,
communicate and regulate emotions [55], while the increased complexity of flavor-emotion mapping can support
the communication of ambivalent or even ambiguous emotions in the context of user experience, for example by
leveraging combination of dominant and secondary tastes. Moreover, the multisensory quality of flavors can be
creatively leveraged in such mapping, where for instance anger can be mapped to fiery chilies, and both to the color
red. The interview study also highlighted the less explored connection between food and emotional memories, in
particular those from chefs’ childhood and their value in designing for more engaging eating experiences where
emotions and meaning are both harnessed. This less explored connection in HFI between memory and food offers
interesting design opportunities drawing from the value of food in emotionally relevant episodic memories and the
growing HCI research on memory technologies where flavor-based cues have been more recently explored and codesigned [59], for instance, as personalized 3D printed flavors [57] to support reminiscing in old age [58].
Communicating Meaning by Leveraging Social and Cultural Aspects of Eating Experiences
Food experiences are not only sensory and emotionally rich but also meaningful. They often communicate
meaning through the social and cultural context in which eating experiences take place. Literature review indicates
that such meaning is communicated through edibilization of data pertaining to fitness or food nutrition [68,87,89–
93], as well as storytelling [20,69,180] in social context [20,93,106,136,194,196,197] where eating experiences
were intended to support bonding. Interview study complements these outcomes by showing also the value of
memories in communicating stories through food, and of cultural aspects underpinning eating experiences. More
importantly, cultural aspects appear to impact diners’ emotions and experiences of eating, as they appreciate more
the familiar flavors and less so the unfamiliar, challenging ones. These outcomes suggest the value of considering
the meaning of food and eating experiences in HFI research from the broader perspective of their cultural aspects,
whose tension could be innovatively explored through design.
Designing for Dramaturgical Climax of (Flavor-based) User Experience
The design of engaging user experience can benefit from additional performative qualities, and literature review
findings indicated efforts to support these through playfulness, entertainment or surprise, elicited for instance
through novel technologies such as those “magically” manipulating food through magnetic [1,2,144] or acoustic
levitation [181,183]. While such focus on HFI has been rather limited, performative aspects of eating experiences
have been particularly strong in chefs’ interviews. We discussed how these can be framed as interaction trajectories
[13,14] using the concept of climax from dramatic composition [65]. More importantly, professional chefs’
employed specific strategies for contrasting and balancing pleasurable and uncomfortable experiences for instance
through intense tastes, or conflicting tastes and smells. These findings extend HCI ones on the value of orchestrating
suspense and intrigue in gaming experiences [13], with fresh perspectives on how climax can be dramaturgically
orchestrated through elicitation of positive as well as negative emotional responses. These open up novel design
opportunities to design for surprise and climax in user experience and its trajectories.
Design Space for HFI: Charts as Inspirational and Generative Design Tools for HFI Experiences
We now turn our attention to how the design space for HFI [97]can be better articulated and further explored
from the lens of eating experiences. By drawing on the key findings from the two studies and the above implications
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for HFI design research that they informed, we further focused on the sensory, emotional, communicative, and
performative aspects of eating experiences. Since the temporal dimension has also emerged as important, cutting
across each of these aspects, we have also focused in this section on temporal experiences.
An inspiring way to articulate the design space is through visualizations showing for instance significant points
within the design space where the previously developed HFI technologies can be seen, and future ones yet to be
designed, can be envisaged. For this, we drawn inspiration from Ashby diagrams [9] developed in material science.
Originally, they were tools for simultaneously representing visually material qualities in order to support the
selection of materials. These diagrams have been also used to illustrate aesthetic [11] and sensory [162] qualities
of materials.
As mentioned above, the sensory, emotional, performative, communicative, and temporal aspects of eating
experiences represent key themes emerging across the two studies, and therefore important in capturing the design
space, and to represent through Ashby diagrams. We developed 6 charts which are further described. The axes of
each chart were identified based on the key concepts relevant to its specific experience, such as emotional valence
and arousal for emotional experiences [163]. In identifying the charts’ axes, we also aimed to create two
dimensional spaces within which to place the core of the findings from our two studies. For example, the identified
types of stimuli from literature review were placed as design exemplars [169] and represented in the charts through
oval shapes, to differentiate them from the interviews’ findings represented through hexagonal shapes. For example
in the first Chart, each shape, be it oval or hexagonal, represents a sensory experience with food that is color-coded
for each specific sense. The latter was an important design decision in the construction of charts, illustrating the
important role of the body within all the key aspects of eating experiences highlighted by the charts. These sensory
aspects also ensured a useful cohesion across all charts, tied together through the important role of the body and
bodily senses in each of these experiences. The oval shapes are also relatively sized, so that the larger their size,
the greater the weighting of their content within the literature review’s findings.
Our charts are intended as inspirational and generative design tools to support ideation and co-design of novel
eating experiences, user experience with food, or even multisensory user experience. We do not claim that the six
charts are exhaustive, as future work can better populate the charts we generated, or even lead to new charts. They
offer however useful starting points for mapping the complex design space of HFI as they target empirically
grounded, key aspects of eating experiences. Their generative quality is reflected in the novel opportunities for
design that they can open up, especially in the areas of the charts limitedly covered by the existing findings, such as
the limited interest in low arousal food experiences in the Emotional chart. In this respect, the charts further extend
previous reviews [16] towards design knowledge for HFI and multisensory user experience more broadly. Similarly,
there have been attempts to outline the range of experiential qualities of taste [139] or color [179], and whilst useful,
most of previous work has been limited to unimodal experiences. In contrast, our charts integrate sensory
fragments across all senses, both internal and external, alongside broader social and cultural ones, providing thus,
a richer picture into food as a resource for design.
Whilst themes such as emotional, communicative and temporal experience have been the explicit focus of some
HCI research [21,55,56] what is presented here brings together literature and insights from our interviews to more
fully appreciate the scope of emotional, communicative and temporal experience that can be designed for via food,
alongside sensory and performative experiences which have been also less explored in the context of HFI. The
charts are available for download from https://fooddesigncharts.com. Each chart is provided both without and with
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the experience fragments placed within their area. This allows designers to explore the provided axes without bias
from previous work, as well as to engage with the design gaps within the previous work, and their opportunities.
Senses Leveraged in Eating Experiences Chart
The chart in Figure 3 highlights the important role of the body and bodily senses for eating experiences. It maps
the sensory experiences with food across two axes: unimodal vs multimodal experiences, and internal vs external
senses. As the chart illustrates, the reviewed, previous HFI work has explored mostly external, unimodal senses
involved in eating experiences such as visual, audio, touch, touch, as well as taste or smell, with limited efforts
focusing on internal senses, or multimodal experiences. Indeed, metabolization and digestion involve combinations
of sensory information but their HFI exploration has been limited when compared to taste, visual and flavor aspects
of eating experience.
The charts highlights how taste and smell are arguably more internal than audio-visual sensory aspects of
experience, requiring contact with receptors within the body. Touch of mouth and hand sits between these two and
together, form the group of unimodal sensory aspects of food. Flavor-based experiences are particularly interesting
given their multimodal quality. Flavor-based experiences can involve merely external senses, especially based on
electrically stimuli like in multisensory interfaces, but more importantly, they can also involve internal senses when
based on the chemical stimuli of consumed food or drinks. This is an important outcome, indicating the value of
food- and drinks-based flavor experiences excellently positioned to support rich multimodal experiences involving
most or all of the senses. The chart also illustrates potential for innovative interfaces focused on the less explored
internal senses.

Figure 3 Senses leveraged in eating experiences chart
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Sensory Stimulation/Deprivation Chart
Given the importance of sensory aspects in eating experiences, we generated a second chart (Figure 4) using
the same axes as in Figure 3 but placing within the different types of stimuli leveraged when designing for eating
with, and around food. As the chart in Figure 4 illustrates, previous HFI work has explored mostly the external five
senses, both separately like in unimodal experiences, and together like in multimodal experiences. Interestingly, all
these stimuli have targeted primarily the sense of taste, with surprisingly less work focusing on smell. In contrast,
professional chefs have shown specific interest in the sense of smell, not only for its stimulation but also deprivation.
Here, for example, we have seen chefs’ effort to control smell through physically enclosing the odor in a serving
bowl with a biscuit placed on top, to be released at the moment of eating. It is also worth noticing the limited focused
on sensory deprivation in previous HFI work, although findings have shown that this is a valid pathway to stimulate
the nondeprived senses [151,152]. The prototypical unimodal experience is electronic taste stimulation, although
we have also seen chemical stimulation of taste through tastants, usually with at least another sensory stimulation
such as colored lights, music, or texture for in mouth haptic experience. These taste base stimuli were intended to
either augment or alter the taste sensation through additional sensory modalities.
Finally, most work in HFI has explored the multimodal experiences stimulating flavor through electronic stimuli
or foodstuff, often with additional external stimuli. This involved combining food with visual or auditory stimuli to
enhance the flavor experience. In the case of electronic taste stimuli, these were often combined with other chemical
and non-chemical stimuli, including thermal, auditory, visual and olfactory.
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Figure 4 Sensory stimulation/deprivation chart

Emotional Experiences
The following chart (Figure 5) captures the emotional experiences related to eating, and in particular the
relationship between tastes or flavors, on the one hand, and emotions, on the other hand. The chart draws from the
HFI research on taste-emotion mapping [55,170,179], as well as chefs’ accounts on how tastes and flavors are
leveraged to elicit emotional responses, and therefore can be used to design for specific emotional experiences.
The chart is organized along the two axes of emotional valence and arousal informed by the Russell’s circumplex
model of affect [163]. As shown in Figure, 5 interview study indicates chefs’ extensive focus on the value of tastes
and flavors for eliciting emotions, usually of mid to high intensity. These outcomes considerably extend the previous
HFI work in this space, where the focus has been mostly on the mapping of sweet/bitter tastes to positive/negative
emotions, respectively, as seen in game applications or intimate communication systems. In contrast, chefs tend to
explore the entire range of basic tastes, i.e., sweet, bitter, as well as salty, sour and umami, as well as specific flavors
such as spiciness or culturally rich ones.
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Figure 5 Emotional experiences (taste-, flavor-based) chart

Within the space of mid to high emotional arousal, basic tastes cover the full range from positive to negative
valence, with sour taste leading to the highest emotional arousal, salty to the lowest, umami (beside sweet) to
positive emotions, while sour and salty leading to neither positive nor negative emotions, although sour tends to
elicit more intense emotions. Interestingly, findings from Obrist and colleagues [126] suggested a similar hierarchy
of intensity of taste experiences in decreasing order from sour, umami, bitter to sweet and salt, which our findings
extend by showing that the same order also marks the intensity of emotional responses associated with these tastes.
Also interesting is that bitter taste is associated not only to negative but also positive emotions, extending
previous findings in HFI showing only the unpleasantness of bitter taste [126]. It is possible that the positive
emotions associated with bitter taste involve appreciation as the acquired taste for bitter food can develop over
one’s lifetime [55]. This opens up interesting avenues for dynamically evolving emotional responses to taste, over
short or long time frames. Interview findings also indicate the cultural value of food for emotional experiences.
Indeed, the (lack of) appreciation of cultural foods is associated with high intensity emotional experiences, with
familiarity ensuring positive emotions and non-familiarity ensuring negative ones. The specific value of personal or
culturally meaningful foodstuff for eliciting emotions opens up novel design opportunities.
Unfamiliarity can also be entailed by using black as the color of food to create tension between the food’s lack
of visual appeal and its pleasant taste. Interestingly, such tensions derived from clashes of information from
different modalities, the appreciation or not for culturally specific flavors, or spiciness as flavor, also tend to elicit
the highest intensity of emotional experiences, both positive and negative.
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The importance of tastes’ familiarity for positive emotions and unfamiliarity for ambivalent ones, i.e., surprise
or suspicion has been previously suggested [126]. Our findings extend them to flavors and their cultural
appreciation or lack of. While not directly supported by our findings, the potential of umami taste to be either loved
or hated [126], may be subtly linked to its cultural appreciation, where we have indeed seen that umami was one
of the dominant taste like in the example of rotten fish. Our findings also suggest the value of designing for surprise
through such unexpected clashes between foodstuff’s color [179] and taste that can lead to positive and negative
experiences by shaping the anticipation of, and the actual flavor. They also suggest the value of understanding users’
preference for culturally specific flavors, i.e., spiciness, in order to elicit high intensity emotions.
Interestingly, most of the findings indicate a bias towards positive emotional responses entailed by eating [36],
with less focus on negative ones. As suggested by work on emotions and eating [36], there remains the question of
how people may wish to engage with food they know, or believe, will elicit negative experiences. As discussed, with
the acquired taste for bitter, there is potential for rich experiences to evolve over time, changing one’s relationship
with a particular food. Alternatively, negative food experiences may provide a way of designing tools for reflection
or catharsis through supporting re-experiencing and re-embodying negative emotions as part of processing them
[115]. Not at least, a well-documented finding in food research, also illustrated in the chart is the low arousal
positive emotions associated with comfort food [55,186]. Moreover, emotional experiences can be not only
expressed through food [56] but also regulated through food, helping people to cheer up or calm down [56]. The
value of food for emotion regulation has just started to be explored [60] and can open up exciting avenues for future
design, especially in the domain of healthy eating.
Communicative Experiences
The chart in Figure 6 explores food as a medium for communication. The entailed communicative experiences
are organized along form of information, ranging from explicit or factual data to implicit or more abstract data, and
the social dimension of information ranging from personally to communally relevant. Most of the previous work in
HFI has focused on personally relevant information, both explicit and implicit. Personally relevant explicit
information predominantly involved data edibilization for communicating factual data from tracked fitness data to
CV information. Such data has been in the form or personalized flavor or the visual form of messages projected or
printed on food surfaces [103]. For example, Edipulse [92] provides messages printed in chocolate as rewards for
reaching exercise goals. Also explicit are messages communicated through food with the aim of supporting remote
connectiveness, often in intimate relationship. So the social dimension of such communicative experiences extends
from personally to dyadically relevant.
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Figure 6 Communicative experiences chart

In contrast to the explicit information content, at the other end of the x axis, we have implicit one, such as tastes
communicating emotions, either during one’s interaction with a system, or between two people. Such affective
communication can be supported through personalized flavors, exchanged for instance among partners in romantic
relationships [57]. Such content takes the form of foodstuff itself and its tastes being used to communicate emotions,
that differs from the more explicit messages being written on food. In the context of a romantic relationship, if one
partner offers food to express their feelings, the food itself being consumed by their partner is symbolic, expressing
an appreciation for that feeling. Implicit content can also take the form of smart tableware used to communicate
and help regulate aspects such as the speed or amount of food being eaten, in order to support healthier eating
behaviors. These can be used both by individual users or between remote co-diners in order to support them to
synchronize their dining experiences. The chart’s elements described above are based on findings from previous
HFI research. Interestingly, the findings from chefs’ interviews focus on the use of flavors for communicating
narratives to diners usually in a restaurant, as a larger audience with limited social ties among themselves. The
narratives being communicated reflect flavor-memory connections, and take the form of flavor-based memories
that inspired the chefs to create those dishes. The social dimension of restaurant dining can be increased when the
audience is further immersed not only in sharing meals, but for instance the experience of watching a film together.
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Although less common, this is an example of communal communicative eating experiences. These less explored
communal commutative experiences open up an interesting design space where food and shared interactions can
be designed for. For instance, one can imagine smart TV shows and tailored meals with the aim of augmenting the
communal experiences of one’s social network of remote family and friends.
Performative Experiences
Figure 7 shows the chart describing performative experiences associated with eating food. Performative
experiences have beginning, middle and end. Duration as temporal dimension can range from short such as the time
needed to take a mouthful, to long such as the time needed to consume a multi-course meal. Thus, the chart opens
up opportunities to design for longer experiences that extend beyond typical ‘short-term’ food experiences [44].

Figure 7 Performative experiences chart

Performative experiences also have audiences, ranging from solo diners or two co-diners to larger groups.
The main aspects of performative experiences include playfulness, storytelling, surprise, climax, tension and
balance. While the former three aspects have been covered by previous HFI research, the last four aspects have
emerged as important from chefs’ interviews. In addition, while most of the work in HFI has focused on shorter
performative experiences, the longer ones have received somehow less attention, especially for larger groups.
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Playfulness is an aspect of performative experiences that can be of short or longer duration, involving either
solo diners or more often two co-diners. It is supported when the consumption of foods generates playful outputs
in a range of modalities through sound, visual, robotic and VR interfaces. Playfulness also relates to gamification
principles of positive/negative feedback through sweet/sour tastes. Storytelling aspect of performative
experiences involves integration of flavors with a multimedia based story, usually for larger audiences.
For instance, StreetSauce [42] supports food sharing to encourage the sharing of personal stories among
marginalized women. There is also potential to further learn from (religious) rituals which use food as parts of
historical retelling (e.g. unleavened bread in the Jewish faith) to support bodily connection to their narratives
through human food interaction. Not at least, surprise has been supported in previous HFI through unexpected,
almost “magic” animation of foodstuff through invisible technologies such as magnetic or ultrasonic-based ones
[183]. The ability for food to become responsive to users’ interaction is particularly intriguing. We can imagine for
instance tuning a guitar while foodstuff is transforming according to the frequency of the string being plucked. It
could begin as an out of tune, spiky blob and slowly smooth and round to a perfect sphere which can be picked up
and eaten alongside the exact ‘sweet’ tone.
From chefs’ interviews, the surprise aspect of performative experiences is usually ensured alongside tension,
such as in the case of deliberately unpleasant appearance or smell of tasty food. Usually such surprising or tension
aspects relate to a short, mouthful experiences. Climactic aspects of performative experiences leverage taste,
usually as intense umami or bitter, which makes them particularly memorable. For supporting such climax, the
sensory aspects of tension and balance are key, both within dishes, and across multi-course meals. For instance, a
‘palate cleanser’ such as citrus taste may be used to cut through umami, or cold foodstuff to counter a hot mouth.
Temporal Experiences
Like all experiences, eating ones unfold in time, but they also undergo unique chemical transformations from
the eating of food to its metabolization. The chart for temporal experiences in Figure 8 is organized along the
duration of eating experiences from short ones lasting seconds such as those involving tastants, to long ones lasting
up to eight hour such as those involved in metabolization of food. The vertical axis allows for a broader view of
eating experiences, extending to both before, and after, the moment of eating, i.e., including chewing and
swallowing. The chart in Figure 8 shows that most of previous HFI research, and findings from chefs’ interviews
have focused most often on the moment of eating and its key temporal aspects such as ephemerality, lingering, and
eating speed. In this respect, the mere act of eating food is an ephemeral [44], short lasting experience. Tastes
stimuli support shorter experiences, during and just after the moment of eating which Obrist and colleagues called
synchronic [126]. In addition, for specific intense tastes or flavors, such as spiciness, these ephemeral sensations
become extended through the trigeminal stimulation to slightly longer, lingering experiences.
Flavors may also linger when their material properties are characterized by viscous liquids or stickier solids
that stay longer in the mouth as they require more saliva before swallowing. These findings extend the temporal
quality of taste to linger beyond the initial stimulation which Obrist and colleagues called diachronic [126] to flavor
experiences. Moreover, the experience of the same taste can change over time through repeated exposure, as people
gain appreciation for “acquired tastes”, further extending the diachronic structure over the life span. Such findings
open up opportunities for designing novel, more embodied taste-based representations of temporal metadata such
as recentness of an update, or duration of a video file.
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Figure 8 Temporal experiences chart

With respect to eating speed, visual stimuli or smart tableware can be used to increase awareness of the speed
in order to help diners to slow down the speed for more chowing and ultimately healthier eating, or to allow codiners to synchronize their eating speeds, i.e., KIZUNA system [136], or the balancing table [122]. Such systems
open up interesting opportunities to leverage social dimension in order to design for the temporal aspects of food
experiences. A food experience can be made faster through a dining partner eating quickly, and vice versa for a
slower experience. Little explored so far has been the potential for avatars to curate food experiences, and
particularly slower ones such as those involved in mindful eating.
In contrast to the sense of taste primarily stimulated during eating, following the moment of eating, the internal
senses of digestion and metabolization take precedence. Most of the previous HFI work in this space has focused on
supporting better digestion and metabolization for healthy eating through interactive dining tools such as VR based
games [7,8]. Digestion in particular has also been explored in chefs’ practice through creating dishes aimed to
support the feeling of fulness. A growing body of HFI work has focused on longer experiences associated with
digestion and metabolization through self-tracking apps of how the body responds to specific foodstuff, that echoes
the emergence of citizen scientists hacking their diet [40,41]. Such connection between the future self and the
present eating behavior reflects the assumption ‘you are what you eat’. Self-tracking apps approach food almost
like drugs in that the moment of consumption tends to be ignored and the priority is placed on the impact of food
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once it is digested. Promoting healthy eating can often rely on deferring immediate gratification for future healthier
self, so that this tension between the present experience and future one requires careful design consideration.
Ethical concerns regarding such apps have also emerged especially when they support problematic use of
‘thinspiration’ images or consumption of caffeinated products to counter tiredness. Addressing such concerns
requires much sensitivity from designers to limit harm and better support informed decisions for healthy future
experiences. An interesting design opportunity for such apps, is to extend their focus on the moment of eating, for
instance through digital implementation of mindful eating interventions.
Another interesting illustration of experiences following the moment of eating are flavors that can cue specific
autobiographical memories. In this way, foodstuff as memory cues provide an experience after the moment of eating,
but also connect to previous food experiences, creating associations between repeated experiences over time. For
instance, recent such work involved personalized 3D printed food [57] used to support reminiscing in old age [58],
that also builds on the growing HCI work on memory technologies.
While most of the work highlighted in this chart focuses on or after the moment of eating, surprisingly less work
has focused on the time prior to eating. Short experiences in this respect involve seconds prior to eating, for instance
with the pleasant smells being provided in order to heighten the anticipation of taste. Particularly interesting is the
focus on self-regulation of craving for unhealthy foods such as sweet treats, through automatic dispensing
technologies intended to train the ability to resist temptation and delay gratification. Future HFI research focusing
on this gaps can open up new design opportunities where temporal dimension of eating experiences can be
deliberately addressed. This can draw from the growing HCI interest in the topic of time [145], which has limitedly
been explored in the context of HFI.
5

CONCLUSION
We conducted a systematic literature review of 109 papers, and interviews with 18 professional chefs in order

to explore and articulate the opportunities of designing for eating experiences. Findings identified the sensory,
emotional, cognitive and social aspects of eating experiences explored in HFI research, the diverse technologies
supporting these experiences and the important value of the human body in these eating practices. Interviews with
professional chefs shown the value of considering the relation between flavors and emotion, and the importance of
sensory stimulation and deprivation for pleasurable eating experiences as well as the uncomfortable ones, and of
cultural aspects for appreciating both. We also presented a conceptual framework of designing for user experience
that draws from frameworks of designing for taste experiences and for user experience, with elements of
dramaturgical composition, while advancing the mouth and the gut as new sites for HFI.
These findings led to five implications for HFI design research on the value of multisensory flavor experiences,
external and internal sensory stimulation and deprivation, flavor-emotion mapping, social and cultural aspects of
eating to communicate meaning, and designing for dramaturgical climax. Finally, we also proposed six charts as
novel inspirational and generative design tools for HFI experiences focused on senses, sensory stimulation, as well
as emotional, communicative, performative and temporal experiences.
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